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ABSTRACT e

.This paper examines how the exploration of space has
' affected life oh, earth. Examined' are Milestones in space, war or

peacs in, space, learning about earth from space, the satellite
communications revolution, space industrialization, and the ownership

1 of space. The real beginning of the Space Age.was the October'1957_:
Soviet launch of a 184 -pound satellite into orbit; The United States
put an object into orbit in January.I958. The Soviet Union has taken

ian important lead in internationalizing access to space by sending
Cuban, East Euiopean, French, and Mongoliin cosmonauts into space.
The 'current projectssof the U.S. and Soviet programs--the space
shpttli and the space statiln--are perfect complements. The
dperporerS have begurevA ra e for the first time to place weapons o

destruction in orbit. gPace militarization is being aggressively
promoted by hot* countries. The.most valuabl.econtribution space
activities have Made is the information they h&se provided about the
universe and about the earth. For example, scientists are learning
hot.; theatmosphere, oceans, sunlight, and life toms interact to make
the planet habitable and how human Actibns are'aiterinlg those
systems. The biggest scientific advances have been in astronomy and
related sciences, As a result o'f the satellite communications
revolution, satellite TV broadcasts are bringing cultural
interactions that for the first time begin to match. the scale of the
world's economical and political interdependencies. Disputes
regarding the ownership of space are beginning ENgelerge. (RM)
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'.Introduction ,

q.

hales, the first of the ancient Greek philosophers, was a
man whose knowledge of celestial occurrences was legendary .
in his time. Not Much is known about him, but two stories
about the effects of .his fascination with the heavens capture

both the promise and the peril" of the space venture. One is that
-Thales., foreseeing the weather from tlte. rrtoyer'nent Of heavenly
bodies, was able to amass a fortune by shrewdly colnkring the olive
market The other is that he fell into a well while 'looking at the sky.
Today, as then, space can yield wondrous benefits, but it can also
lead us to forget Where we standthus inviting disaster.

Space is humanity's high frontier. Like all frontiers, space ho pro-
duced unexpected treasures, generated strong enthusiasts, spawned
wild speculations. and been enshrouded in myth and false promise
Having spent several hundred billion dollars and a qu'arter 'of a
century opening this frontier, it is time to assess if these efforts
have 'helped solve some of the world's problems Today space' is
the arena for both exciting exploration as well as economic exploi-
tation. The many satellites orbiting the earth have a wide variety
of functions, such as hurricane warning, -observation of distant
galaxies, business communications and crop forecasting .These and
other space activities affect a surprisingly diverge and rapidly grow-
ing range of human concerns in ways that were scarcely imagined a
few decades ago. 1 .

, Yet the space venture is today at a critital juncture. Sobei realism
as well as excitement and commitment must guide rut4re efforts The

-momentum_ of the_ long dominant U.S. civilian scientific' space
programs is slowing, and the superpowers are- moving to put
destructive weapons into space. The Soviet and American space
monopoly is ending, and political conflicts surrounding commercially

I wish to thank Paige Tolbert fur her assistance with the research for this paper, cind
Charles Chafer, Stephen Cheston, Leonard Doid, Thomas Karas, John Logsdon,
Marcia Smith, Howard Symons, Adam Wasserman and David Webb for their reviews
of the manuscript,
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valuable space. applkations are emerging Unfortunately, the growth
of space s impact on vital human conceins has not been matched
by an increased' public awareness of the issues, effectively leaving
these deLisions to grobps with agendas fordwar and national rivalry

The quarter-century of activity in space has had Its most significant
impact on the strategiL balance of power and the gathering mumen-
turn toward nuclear war. Military motivations led people to pioneer
the high frontier and military activities remain the dominant use of
space today After rockets .made it possible to hurl nuclear weapons
across the oceans in a, half hour, reconnaissance satellites eased ,ten-
sions and aided arms control efforts. Today, the superpower cold war
in space is enteringa new, dangerous cind destabilizing phase that
unless stoppedwill make War more likely and less controllable. A
resource that could be a decisive factor for world peace is'In danger of
contributing to humanity's last war

In the struggle to protect the ea4 'from overpopulation, ecological
degradation and resource deffletion, space has a great, largely un-
fulfilled role to play It can be valuable not as a. source of energy
or materials, nor as A place to,hduse the world's growing population,
but rather as a tool to assist problem solving on earth Orbiting satel-
lites could be indispensable instruments In the scientific quest to un-
derstand how the planet s atmosphere, oceans and life forms interact,
and how they react to the stresses being placed on them Knowledge
of these gigbal systems is vital for a prudent response to such emerg-
ing global problems- as carbon dioxide buildup, ozone depletion and.
deforestation,, are already used to monitofi forest and crop

'growth, weather patterns, mineral deposits and pollution sources_
Unfortunately, these uses of space° are not, well funded and in some
cases are even directly preempted by the military agenda

Keeping space in perspective 'is difficult Space is not a technology,
.a program or a cause it is a place. Only a handful' of human beings...
haye ever been there, ye-t_space _activities' affect the routine existence'
of most people. Space is only 50 miles from every person on earth
fear closer than most people, are to their own national caQitalsbut
it is so vast that _in it the earth is only an insignificant speck of dust
By asking how space activities affect life right here on earth, a sense
of human' perspective be maintained.

0
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_.13e.aus_e_space_is so unlike anything experienced on earth_it is tempt-
ing to 'believe that''eartliIy problems resource conflict, Pollution,
scat-Laycan somehow be leff behind. Unfortunately humans have
carried these prdi3lems with them. The most valuable areas of spate
near the earth are increasingli- plagued by Very _earthlike, human
conflicts and scarcities. Political, not technological, skills will 'be
required to solve them The inescapably global, space environment
provides a logical arena for t ooperation_among nationswhich will be
valuable both in its own *right and as a prototype for tirtestiar
coexistence.

Opening the High Frontier
. .

Space begins where the earth's atmosphere trails offAinto a 'vacuum
some 50, to 100 miles above ground. For human beings space is an
overwhelmingly harsh and alien environment. Mithout the moderating
effects of air the sunlight is unbearably intense and areas in shadow
are frigid. If exposed to the,vacuurn 'of .spice, human bodies would
explode. These voids a ound the earth arealso washed by various
forms of radiation that ould be lethal to a person without extensive.
shielding. Only by devi ng ways to travel giAtspeeds'and withland
extreme enviro'nrnental stresses have people been able to explore
space Once objects are out there, they can indefinitely maintain the
18,000tmiles an hour speed that is needed to stay in space without
the friction of the aio, slowing them down or burning them up But
leaving, ana reentering the earth's atmosphere is quite difficult
Gaining the speeds necessary to overcome the earth's gravity requires
large amounts or .energy. And reentering the atmosphere without
burning up requites extraordinary materials capable of withstanding
the metal-melting temperatures generated as objects. fall'through'air 2

Humans have dreamed_ of traveling to celes6I bodies for millenia
. Isaac Newton first realized that an object' traveling fast enough

couldlike the moonachieve a balance between the pull of the
earth and its own momentum to achieve permanent orbit around, the.
earth. Not untiLthe first decades of the twentieth century were the
technical problems of building rockets to overcome the earth's
gravity solved.' The three undisputed faihers of rocket sciencethe
foundation of all spate exploration and useare Russian matrrema-

7
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uuan Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, American physics professor Robert
Goddard and German engineer, Hermariri Oberth These me inde-

__pendently and almost simultaneously made a string of inTortant
technical advances and a -Wide range of remarkably accurate pre-

8 dictions.3

It was, however, iq Germany that a government first committed
resources to realize the scientists' visionary plans Forbidden by the
Treaty of Versailles to build artillery, the Gernian military in the
twenties supported rocket development at a time when it was neglected
by the mtich larger military establishments of Great Britain, France,
the Soviet Unfon Snd the United States By World War II, the Ger-
man scientists had built rockets four stories high that could travel
several hundred miles. During the war Germany launched 4,000
V-2 rockets; each tipped with.a ton of high explosives, in a strate-
gically but psychologically numbing assault on British
titles. After the war, both the Soviet Union and the United States,
relying in part on captured German scientists and equipment, forged
ahead, w)i.tt rocketry in order to build ballistic missiles capable of
carrying nuclear weapons long distances, Fitted with lighter payloads
to aLhieve the faster speeds needed to orbit, these military missiles
beCame the basis of space exploration.4

The real beginning of the Space- Age was the October 1957
Soviet launch of a 184 -pound satellite into orbit. Sputnik eleor if ied
the world and was seen by many in thg US Ka technological Pearl
Harbor. Sputnik not only symbolized the emergence of the Soviet
Union as a technologically advanced society, but demonstrated for
the first time that the Soviet military had the means to deliver nu-
dear weapons to the Utiited States. The US, which had been plan-
ning to launch a scientific satellite as. part of the International
Geophysical Year in f957, put an object into orbit in January 1958,

but only after an embarrassing-explosion of a rocket on the launch
pad. Manned flight began in 1961 with ,the orbital flight of cos-
monaut Yuri Gagarin.5

In the 25 years since Sputnik, well- over, 90 percent of all space
activities have been tarried out by the two superpowers. From the
modest beginnings in the4te fifties, the space programs of both
the United States and the-t5Oviet Union burgeoned into major pro-
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"The Soviet Union has taken an
important lead in igternationalizing

accessto space by sending Cuban, East
European, French and Mongolian

cosmonauts into space."'

grams _in military reconnaissance and support, space science, com-
munications, lunar and planetary explotation, and remote7sensing
of the earth, as well as the manned orbital and lunar, missions that
have captured the most public attention Today slightly over 4,000
artificial moons orbit the earth, with some .250 of them still
operating. Space has btcome an arena of increasingly routine,
commercial activities even as breathtaking discoveris continue.'

Prestige and national rivalry have fueled most of the civilian space
efforts of both the US and the Soviet Union., Goaded by Khru-.
shchev s boisterous proclamations of Soviet spke superiority,
President Kennedy pledged that the. United States would land a
man on the moon within this decade Although it unquestionably
produced solid technical and scientific achievements, this type of
prestige-motivated use of space ,spectaculars carried high costs Lives
have been lost and .the benefits to science have been lower because
of the -space race" mentality. According to Soviet space watcher
James Oberg, Khrushchev s, obsession with being first accounted for
the largest space disasterthe death in 1960 of some of the country's
leading scientists. Under strict orders to achieve a launch while the
Soviet premier was at a U.N. function in NeW York, the rocket
scientists abandoned the standard/ safety precaution of draining the
fuel from, a stalled rocket before closely inspecting it, and they
were killed when the rocket suddenly exploded. The United States
paid a lesser Price,.one of resource use, when in the interes(of speed
it decided to build a one,,shot moon rocket rather than assembling
one in earth orbit, an accomplishment that would have had con-
tinued relevance for a broad range of spice activities.'

Without a doubt the Soviet Union has achieved more of the dramatic
space "fits" than the United States. (See Thble 1 ) Yet assessing
the detailed accomplishments of the USSR is difficult due to the
government's penchant for secrecy, the absence- of publicly stated
goals and the tendency to doctor historical evidence. Clea'rly, Soviet
leaders have consistently placed a high priority on space activities,
linking This exploratio the most important accomplishments and
destinies of socialism. The Soviet Union has also taken an important
Wad in internationalizing access to space by sending Cuban, East
European, French and Mongolian cosmonauts into orbit. The Soviets
devote about ,2 percent of their gross national product (GNP) to

9
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Table 1: Space Milestones

Event Year ,Country

Artificial Satellite 1'957 USSR
--Rake t-to-Moon -1959 USSR
Interplanetary Rocket 1960 USSR
Man in Space. 1961 USSR
Woman in Space 1963 USSR

_Space Walk 1965 USSR
Man on Moon 1969 United States
Robot oil Venus 1975 USSR
Robotoh Mars 1976 United States
Probe to Jupiter,..anj Saturn 1979 United States
Reusable Spacecraft 1981 United States

1

Source: Vartoils news reports of the events

space, while the United States spends 0 5. percent of its GNP!'
absolute terms, the USSR probably now spends twice as iikluch as
the United States. about at much in real terms as the US spent at
the peak of the Apollo moon effort in 1966.'3

Despite .1 steadier- arad larger commitment of money ro space' the
Soviet effort has not translated into technological leadership ,because
the ,gerteral technological base the Soviets draw oncomputers,
materials, opticsis not as' strong as in the United States Like their
industrial and agricultural sectors, the Soviet space program has
had a hard time getting more performance from fewer physical
inputs. This lag in miniaturization is reflected in the greater eight
and numjer of Soviet launches needed to pgrform a given task, often
cited erroneously in the United States as proof of Soviet superiority

Over the last decade the Soviets have taken steady teps ttiward the
construc,tAon of a permanent earth-orbRing space station. They have
maintained a more or lets continuous human presence in space,rou-
tinely setting and then surpassing ,the record fbr etiOrance in orbit.

10
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"Eike their industrial and agricultural
sectors, the Soviet space prograiwhas

had a hard time.gettintmor,e
performance from fewer physical

' inputs."

From 1978 to 1981 the 2 ton Salyut to was occupied almost con-
inuouslyiby a two-person" ew periodkally serviced and replaced
by additional Losmonauts These steps toward a space statiqn have
probably cost th Soviets as much as the entire U S. moon effort,
although the sLientifiL Land prestige payoffs have been much lower

-The Stiviets will prbbably build a 12-person station soon: This goal
will be easier to achieve if their long effort to construct a very' large
booster like the one used in the U S Apollo program succeeds."

. '

The U.S sj.)ake program has been less constant and more reactive
but more teLhnologically sophisticated than the Soviet, Union's
Startg,from a definite position of inferiority in the early sixties the
United States rapiLjly pushed ahead, landing t..vo men on the moon
and returning them to earth inluly,1969. The Apollo program was
by far the largest single if S. space effort, and 'represents the most
fet,,hnologiLally aifficult and expensive human achigvement in space
In addition, despite 'a lower overall expenditure th4 United States has
made more praLtiLal use of Space for communications, remote sensing
and national defense The U.S planetary and lunar ,programs have
contributed. more to s'clentific"lnoNIQge than those of the Soviet
Union due to the high volume and quality of photograph; and
data that American sPace.probes send back to earth."

Labeled a moomioggle- by its critiLs, the $25 billion Apollo program
seemed to be a particularly extravagant use of resources at a time
of rising publii. concern about socia,1 conflict and environmental
decay on earth The ambitious proposals to land people on Mars at
the Lust of $100 billion and to build a permanent ealth-orbiting space
station never, gained. political support Instead, theU:S space pro-
gram in the seventies centered around the ef(oLt to build a reusable
spaLeLraft---thk spate shuttleand. JA,ias given &uch lower budgetary,
and -political status than in the heally days of the -moon race
Even with its emphasis onAowerirTg the cost of commercially viable
activities in near space and the strong support of the military, the
space-shuttle program has been barely able to garner enough support

. for its shOestring budget 12

The reus able space shdttle, first tested in 1981', was expected. 'to
aci.elerati the exploitation of space by .reducing the cost of putting
an object into orbit and allowing the repair or retrieval of orbiting

11
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satellites However, due to funding delays and Lost overrates it glow
appears that the shuttle w e only marginally .heaper than tKe new
generation of expendable rod. S it was intended to render obsolete.

,,The foul- shuttles that compris the fleet, built for a total cost of
12 about $20 billion; are expected to fly about 300 times over the next

.12,,years, For the first time, pastengeft. not trained to fly into,space
will be on board to perform scientiftic experiments. Although no,
plans have. been announced, th,e.lo§ical next step for the United States
will be the construction of a space' operations center inbrhit dose to
the earth or a space platform without astropauts in higher orbit to
consolidate the many useful satellites already there."

Because Li Abe widespread use of Ame4an-nade Lommu'ruLatian satel-
lites and U.S. willirIgkess, to assio, other Lountrtes in using data ironi

( ' remote seising satellites the rest of the world h5s . benef ited far
more frdm U S than from 'Soviet spac actiifies. Both laun h
satellites into orbit for other Lountri ough both maintain tight
export controls; on many c4 the ey technologie; Used in spate
Despite much rhetorn in. favor of nternatidnal coopel-Ation in spate

41 exploration, Joint U.S.-Soviet vent res, and-'collaboration have been..

rxarR. Their most important cooper tive venture i ace, the 1975
rendezvous of a Somigt Soyuz and an Amielican llo, spacecraf,tr
yielded few tangle benefits bill was a valuable lesson in coopera-
tion Yet, in part because of the AmeriLaniperceptionV'that the linkup
was a one-way technology transfer tp the Soviets, cooperation has

1. fallen off sharply. -Several agreementt for informanon->exchange are
,. expiring and, in re,tahation for Soviet

.
aLyivities- in Poland, the Reagail

c---.--zaticruZitratiun'hasymnoilnLed its uevilliicg` ness to renew them." :.'
. `Ns

If the political prospects for superpower space Looperat-CN-. have
ebbed, .the. technolivicarl opportunities have probably never been
greater. Mille the Apollo and .the Soy-tii. crafts that linked in. space ,
were roughly parallelystems the current centerpieces of the 11.5

' and Soviet programs thy space shuttle and the space staponare '-
perfect wmplements The- shuttle is much more advanced teChno
!ovally than the space station, but a cooperative researcheffort

-) where a Soviet spate stationiwas.ierViced by an American 'Vuttle
would mean the transfer of no more manufacturing and material
technologies than is already available to the Soviets in open literature.

i By 'eliminating the Soviet need foi a shuttle' and the U.S. ined for

# .4.
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"The current centevieces of the U.S.'
and Soviet prdgrams the space shyttle

and the space stationare perfect
complements.".

A

space stations, ,Both countries could save money andmore' im-
portantlygain tension-reducing insights into each other's space
activities. A k minimum first step would be a trial Jendezvous to
test rescue procedures that, could save lives in th event of some'
future space. accident.15 .,. 13

N . 4 I.
Space in the eighties is no longer likely to be dominated by the
superpowers. Vigorous European and Japanese efforts; as well as
smaller Chinese and Indian 'programs, are emerging. After an abor'
Live effort to build a cooperatively managed space program in the

. sixties. the' Europeans have fashioned the European Space Agency
(ESA), a viable parallel to NASA. From a fully equipped space port
in French Guinea in South Amexica, ESA has successfully tested a
rocket system, the Arcane, that is giving NASA's space. shuttle stiff
competition in the market for commercial space labnches ESA'/tech-
nological maturity shows in its use of the highly efficient, but tech-,
nologically very demanding, liquid hydrogen and oxygen fuel system
that is used by the United States. In contrast, ihe Sovietsdespite
repeated attemptshave not mastered this technology. 16,

-Japan s# entry into space is entire! civilian in orientation: CUrrently

a 15-year, $14-billion effort to de elop a broad range of hardware
sat least a decade behind the United States,States, Japan has embarked, upon

and services. Already the country has captuted the major share 'of
the market for ground stations to receive satellite signals, one of*
several currently profitable areas of space. The Japanese .program
aims to make cheAver and more durable versions of U.S. systems,
sand a small, much' less expensive shuttle is, contemplated . A recent
study by the pswerful Japanese Ministry of International Trade
and fridustry.(M18-4). estimates that by the mid-nineties, the Japanese ..'
space industry Mil be a, $4.5 billion a year businessas big as. the .
present Japanese radio and television manufacturing industry By'

the end of the eighties ESA and the Japanese space agency NASDA
may be launching as many 'satellites as the US or the Soviet Union
does, as they fight to capture significant commercial markets in.

launch vehicles, communications, science and remote sensing."'
, .

Several Third Wort' countries have.'also joined'.the "space club" '
by launching trieir own satellites. While many countries own satellites
that have been launcliecr for them by. the superpowers, and even J

i
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mire own earth stations to receive -in ;ormation' from satellites, the
threshold for national space indepenAnce is a rocket capable of
putting an object into orbit China and India have built and suc-
cessfully launched their own rockets and Pakistan-is on the verge
of doing so These programs will probably not be strong competitors
in the commercial markets for space services, but they give these
developing countries both a civilian and a military foothold in space.
China aims to use space for many of the military activities that the
US and USSR have long performed there 18 4.

In a development with widespread military and commercial implica-
tions, private entrepreneurs have begpn building rocket launchers
toovA German firm, OTRA6, rented a part of Zaire twice the size
of Switzerland and set out in 1977 to build ,cheap rockets capable
of putting objects into' orbit A series of unsuccessful tests, kupled
with intense pressure from Soviet diplomats fearful of clandestine
German military operations, forced OTRAG to move to Libya.' There,
much sp the erobarrassment of the German Government, which
cancelled the company's export license, an OTRAG teanT'is believed
to have helped build missiles for Colonel Qaddaffi until' its with-

* drawal late in 1981 A second private launch effort, Space Services,
Inc , is testing rockets off the coast of Texas under tight U.S. Gov-
ernment regulatory controls. The firm's vice-president, Charles
Chafer, estimates that simply adopting business rather than bureau-
cratic practices can give the company's Conestoga rocket a'15 percent
cost edge over NASA's shuttle. Yet another group of U.S. investors
has reportedly offered to pay at least $1 billion for a space shuttle.T\

Within a decade, the Urlited States and the Soviet Union may find
they have borne all costs of opening the high frontier -and that
others are- profitably exploiting it Having more countries focusing
primarily on the civilian uses of space is a welcome counterbalance
to the growing military emphAis of. the superpowers, which has
emerged as a major drag on civilian space activities. Instead of
serving as a source of spin-offs for civilian progress, the military
is increasingly preempting technologies with valuable civilian applitS-
tions A recent study,,,,c?f U.S. space activities by the Office of tech-
nology Assessment concluded that the nation would not be a stropt
competitor in emerging space markets unless NASA s charter is altered
to allow the agency to operate as well as develop systems and unless

o,.
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clear goals for the program- are sei forth. The Reagan adrninigiration .

is betting that orlie private sector will mo.e in to fill the void, setting °
the stage for another high-stakes race between Japanek and European

fovernment-supported enterprises and purely private American

firms.20 15.
One of the benefits of space exploration that is difficult to quantify
is the 4pin-offstechhologes discovered in the process of exploring
space that have found application in unrelated ,.human activities on
earth. These range in significAnce from freeze-dried orvist. juice and
heat-resistant materials to sophisticated. sensors U S. military slien-
tsts trying to put. computers -into the cramped spate ,ok a rocket
nose cone turned semiconductors -from a scientific oddity into the
basis of a multibillion, 'dollar induslry that is profoundly altering
many spheres of life on earth. SiMilarly, 'photovoltaic cells, a tech-
nology that may someday, dramatically enhancp the worlds energy
prospects, were first developed for commercial use by U 5 scientists
to supply satellites with electric power/Foil and plastic laminates
and strong resilient sealants have also been put to` use in enerr'
conservation efforts and pump design. NASA has taken a deep
interest in such §pin-offs, hoping to ju \tify further space ex,

penditures.21 t-

The discovery of very valuable technologies during space research
programs does not mean, of course', that they would not exist other-
wise. Yet' there is no denying that having to adapt to die peculiar
demands of the space environment has, led to ingeniou'g new technol-
ogle k. The spin-offs ,from space programs typically use fewer physi:
cal inputs to yield higher performance In a, world that must wring
more out of less, the lessens to be learned in the space environment
could,,be particularly valuable ones.

War or Peace in Space

The desire to gain Military advantage originally drove people to use
outer space. The first Use of spaceto rain bombs on distant cou-
trescreated an environment of unprecedented tension and insecurity
Then reconnaissance satellites reduced tensions and made verifiable
arms cotitrol agreements possible. Now, however, the military use of

P
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space has entered athird phase. 14hereas the military programs offthe
sixties and the seventies used space r 'Itif.o nirabon and communica-
tion, the superpowers have begun a racefor the firsttimeto place
weapons of destruction in orbit.. unchecked, these developments

16 could largely cancel out the positive benefits of space,, divert funds
from civilian programs with great scientific and commercial poteritial
and increase the likelihood of thermonuclear wai.,

-
Since their almost simultaneous 'creation during World 4ar 11, thet
technologies of atomic _fission and rocket propulsion have been

closely linked Missiles and rockets differ, only in where they are
aimed and what they carry For the last 30 years, the balance of-power

4tti' between'the ,Unrted States and the USSR has centered on the inyen-
tones of nuclear.tipped missies. Perhaps the most tellingbut least
disckussedindication of the motivation behind acquiring space launch,
capability i the almost perfect correspondence between the "nuclear
club' and the space club.' Of- the.six nations that have built space
launchers, only Japan does not also possess nuclear explOsives Thy

. -- two most recent entrants. in the space clubIndia and Chinaare the
last tfvo nations to explode nuclear. weapons. All indications are that
Pakistan is next in line to both explode a nuclear bomb and build its
own space launcher. And it is surely no accident that Libya's well-
known quest for atomic weapohs was paralleled by a less well- publi-
cized effort to lure German missile scientists to that country 22

e military activities of the superpowers have been and continue
to. be the dominant use of space. The U.S. Congressional Research
Service estimated in 1981 that the Soviet Union has successfully
launched 858 military and 392 civilian missions, while the United
States has sent up 420 military and 327 civilian payloads. These
numbers are only approximations because some flights are dual-
purpose and because the Soviet Union reveals little about the intent
of its launches As in overall space budgets, the Soviet leadain
military missions is not a reflection of a menacing "space gap- but
of the longer lives of U.S., satellites. In the late seventies the U.S.
military space budget finally surpaSSed the civilian,, the military's
share is still on the rise due to diminished' spending for civilian
programs and the breakdown of detente. Counting the share of the
space shuttle's cost' assignable to military missions, 20 to 27 percent
of the budget of NASA (the government's civilian agency) may retlly



The superpowei* have begun a race
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be for military purposes, so the military a(counts for close to 75
peycent of U S spare spending, (See Figure 1.) Similar budgetary
trendsless visible betause of the organizational unity of the Soviet
space programare occurring, in the' USSR The U S. Department
of Defense estimates' that 70 percent of Soviet space spending is
directly military- in nature, with a father 15 percent of combineli
civilian and military purpose.23
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Figure 1: U.S. Civilian and Military Space Funding, 1959-1982
(with shuttle budget -equally divided between military and civilian)
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Cloaking military programs or the development of a technology with
high- military pOtential under the veil of the peaceful use of outer
space is 'a common practice of the superpowers., The centerpieces
of their civilian space programs in the seventiesthe 'space shuttle
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and the Salyut ,tatiodsserve important military functions and would
probably not have been funded had it not been for military value.
In the Salyut stations, cosmonauts carry out both photo reconnais-
sance and surveillance The space shuttle, redesigned to meet military
needs, was funded due to the ,military s political clout and is likely to
serve the military more than any other user.24

By far the most beneficial military use of space is for reconnais-
sance and surveillance Since the early sixties the United States and
the Soviet Union have used.orbiting cameras to observe in "detail
military activities deep within each other stefritory Since as a closed
society the. Soviet Union is able to keep its military activities secret.
these missions are of gremest benefit to the United States. In 1901
satellite photographs of Soviet missiles and bomber facilities eniloded
the idea of a U S -Soviet missile gap- and. averted an expensive
U S. crash catch -up program After viewing satellite photos one
leading 'Senate advocate of the missile gap- th'eory admitted he
had been 99 9 percent inaccurate. Several years later,. President
Johnson claimed that the $34 billion to S40 billion spent on the
space program had saved ten times as much by reducing arms
expenditures For the first time since the atomic age, egan, an

.advance in technology helped to constrain the rape spiral ,of
destructive capability 25

During the seventies, thq valtle of military space reconnaissance
and surveillance to peacekekeping grew still further Abandoning their
early claim that observation satellites were "spies' committing
"espionage," the Soviet 'Union began to build systems similar to
those of the United States The superpowers felt secure enough to
negotiate and sign agreements limiting the number of strategic
weapons. Without such satellites to verify compliance with the treaties,
It is extremely doubtful that either country would have entered into
these pacts Reflecting the importance of the satellites, the,SALT I
Treaty explicitly outlaws attempts to interfere with -national technical
means of verification.2°. V.
Satellites have further enhanced global political stability by enabling
leaders to monitor crises, watch for remote nuclear weapons tests
and communicate with each other quickly To monitor compliance
with ,the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty of 1970 and Limited Test

I D.
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Ban Treaty of 1%3, the United States has placed observation satellites,
in high, large vista orbits to scan continuously the remote regions
of the earth as well as near space for .nuclear detonations In 1977,
the 50viet Union spotted a nuclear test facility under construction
in a remote area of South Africa' After intense diplomatic pressure, 19
South Africa dismantled the test site. This early' satellite, warning of
an impending test is widely credited with averting a profoundly
destabilizing addition to the -nuclear club." Reconnaissance satel-
lites have been used to monitor regional conflicts that could draw
the superpowers into military confrontation with each other 1q

tense reconnaissance satellite activity was reported during the 1071
Indian-Pakistani war, the 1967 and 19773 Arab - Israeli .wars and 1980
turmoil in Iran. Linked by the' satellite-based "hot line," U S and
Soviet leaders can be in direct contact with each other in a matter of
minuteswhich may someday prevent an ambiguous situation from%

turning into a war By reducing mistrust based on misinform'ation
gd by allowing leaders to communicate as rapidly as they can
retaliate, satellites have added a much-needed element of stability
to the volatile international political situation 27.
*
The exact capabilities of U.S. and Soviet reconnaissance4a nd sur-
veillance satellites are, of course, tightly guatded state secrets Yet
from a variety of anecdotal evidence and from the steps the U.S
Air force took to design, MX shelters that could, deceive Soviet s.atel-

lites, it is clear that the observational power of these systems is
awesome The oft reported claim that these satellites can read a license
plate is probably not far from the truth. The backbone of the U S
"sky spy system since the early seventies 'has been "Big Bird," a
satellite 50 feet long and 10 feet in diameter, weighing 10 tons From
its 100-mile high orbit, Big Bird can scan every spot on earth in
daylight every other day, sending a constant stream of TV images and'

peno,dically dropping canisters of high-resolution film into the
atmosphere where they are recovered by specially designed aircraft as
they parachute to the ground.28

To broaden the use and availability of surveillance satellites for peace.
keeping and treaty monitoring, Howard lurtz, founder of War. Cgot.,,,
trol l'Idtners, Inc., has promoted for adecade, the idea of establishing,I'''
a network of satellites' run by the United Nations This idea gained
official support ,in 1978 when France proposed an International Tatelt
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lite MOnitoring Agency, (I5MA). As outlined by then President
tiscard dtstaing before the U.N General Assembly, ISMA would
extend the benefits of surveillance satellites,to nations without spaLe
capability, would permit the Security Council to monitor crises and
border disputes and would _lay the groundwork for monitoring com-
pliance with the treaties banning chemical and biological warfare and
environmental modification Depending on whether ISMA obtained
technology from the superpowers, a basic monitoring system would
cost between $1 billion and $2 billion a year, more than the entire
U N budget The United States has strongly opposed ISMA, arguing
that sensitive issues of data interpretation would be impossible for an
agency operating by majority rule. Support for ISMA has been
strung, of course, among the many 'countries that are not likely to
soon have their own sophisticated observational satelliOs The irst
question to resolvc1 is who would have access to the data:ge ted
by the satellites.2°`

The hard-line opposition of the United States to ISMAquietly
shared by the Soviet ,Union reflects a desire to continue 'monopoliz-
ing the political- advantage of satellite technology. This opposition
hoWever, may be shortsighted since the US stands to lose most from a
breakdown of the -open skies Unless its benefits are more widely
dispersed, this technology could come to be widely seen as a form of
illegitirhate spying, perhaps leading to a, treaty banning or limiting
such systems Any number of 0,f countries might be willing and event
ally able to enforce such a- ban. Although ISMA's opponents protes4g.
its cost, if satellite verification of regional arms control efforts is half
as successful as it has been between the superpowers, the agency
could pay for itself many times over in reduced arms expendinges.30

Despite the positive contributions of spaLe reconnaissance and sur-
veillance to arms control, the military communication, navigation and.
scientific satellites have begun to unsettle the balance between the
superpowers, undercutting many of the security accomplishments of
the SALT treaties. Most destabilizing has been the use of satellite data
to calibrate ballistic missile trajectories. Indeed, the so-called ''window
of vulnerability" motivating the U.S. arms buildup would not have
occurred without geodetic satellites that precisely measure anoma-
lies' in the earth'S gravitational field. ,Wjth flight paths adjusted to
compensate for these imperfections that previously would have
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"The so-called 'window of
vulnerability' motivating the U.S.

arms buildup would not haife occurred .

without ge6detic satellites."

drawn theln off course, Soviet and American missiles are so accurate
that they can blow up missiles in concrete silos reinforced with hard-
ened steel. Thi, improved accuracy has given an edge to the side that
strikes first. T. ensure that their land-based r. ssiles are not lost in a
sudden attack, both superpowers have adopted quick-reaction com- 21
mand systems that 5.f fectively put a hairline trigger on nuclear war .

This in turn greatly raises the chances of accidental nuclear war 31

Other systems on the drawing board or just becoming operational will
erode .security further,' tempt preemptive first strikes _end undercut
arms control agreements. In a move yet unmatched by the US, the
Soviet Union has a series of satellites that scan the oceans with high-
powered 'radar puls ?s to locate large U.S. naval ships Linked 'to air-
and sea-based missiles, these satellites could give Soviet commanders
the information they need to launch a surprise attack on U.S ships
The new U.S. NAVSTAR global positioning network of 18 satellites,'
to be fully operational in 1988, will make the location of submarines
so precise that the missiles they are carrying could knock Out,hard-
ened silos, adding a' new mutual "window of vulnerability
Another U.S. system intlie works, IONDS, will record detonations do.
of U.S. nuclear warheids,.allOwing commanders to use fewer weap-
ons to destroy with assurance a given target. IBM physicist Richard
Garwin estimates that IONDS will multiply the gffectiveness of U S
missiles by 40 percent, enabling the existing Minutemen III ICBM's
to destroy as much as the proposed MX system.32

All these new systems undercut arms control accomplisihments . by
multiplying the effectiveness of. remaining weapons Because many of
these satellites mbably would not work well for very long after the
outbreak of a nuclear war, .due to the aftereffects of the bomb blasts,
they have little deterrence value and in fact $ncourage the belief that a
surprise nuclear attack could really work. Controlling these qualita-
tive improvements through arms control agreements is virtually im-
possiblescientific information about thins such as gravitational
anomalies is hard to ban once acquired. And many orthe, force mul-
tipliers, such as communications and navigational satellites, are in-
separable from increasingly useful civilian space systems.33

The growing importance of satellites in fighting 'wars has spawned
both Soviet and U.S. anti-satellite weapons Whereas the military
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space programs of the sixties and the seventies provided surveillance
information and communication channels, the new generation of sat-
elute killers involves for ,the first time the launching of ,desfructive
systems into space. If unchecked by .appropliate arms control mead
sures this technology could largely cancel out the peaceful benefits 4
space while 'opening up an expensive and volatile new dimension to
the arms race.34

\\ The fast`anti-satellite system, employing nuclear warheads, vvasSuilt
by the United States during the sixties, extensively tested, and then
dismantled, The United States gaye up this apprOach when it became
dear that a nuclear blast in space would, not only obliterate its target
but send out pulses of electromagnetic radiation so strong that all a
U.S satellites not shielded by the earthat the time of the blast would

also be destroyed. This ability of a few large nuclear bl;sts in ne ar
space to dear the skies of operating satellites .is ,always within easy
reach of both the superpowers Simply by sending up several of their;
larger watheads and missiles either country could even the'S'core from
any unfavorable encounter in space.35 '1., -

Since 1%8, the SovieLUnion has tested a non-nuclear anti-satellite
. .

system that is more discriminSting in its destructiveness. In 20 ,tests
thus far, a satellite hovers near the intended victim and then- ex-
plodes, shattering the fragile satellite with a shower of shrapnel.
In June 1982 the Soviet Union fOr the first time tested this ,pate
lite killer in conjunction with large-scale ballistic 'missile test launches
from silos and submarines This coordinated action feeds fears in the,
United States that the Soviet Union is preparing a first strike. These
tests are, however indistinguishable from Soviet preparations to
shoot down American targeting satellites in the event of U S first-
strike attack.315 . . ,

Despite the wide attention given the Soviet satellite killer in the *st-
ern press, the system involves no new technological bllakthroughs.k.,
Indged, any country capable of a routine orbital rendezvous has within
its grasp a satellite killer equally as sophisticated as the Soviet's. The"
current Soviet anti-satellite system is of minimum threat to the United
States program because. most U.S. military satellites are much higher'
than the. Soviet system reaches. Controlling these satellite killers
would be diffi It, arany 'rate. With orbital maneuvering so common
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and the presence of an explosive device so difficult to.detect, an
agreement outlawing the technology could be verified only through
close examination of every object put into orbit Still, a ))an on fur-
ther

r- ,

tests would block the evolution of this system into a more com-
prehensive and threatening wcPapon.37 23
The IS military, however, has designedInd will soon _begin testing
a new satellite killer that, if deployed, would feapf;og over the Soviet
capability. Wi#he achieving the same enddestruction of an orbiting
satellitethe U S. system employs a small horning missile that collides
with the intended target at high speed after being .launched from a
high-flying fighter plane.. As with the- Soviet systern, this '-atellite
killer can reach only targets in low orbit From the, standpoint of arms
control and crisis management, the j.,kS. system will be far more de-
stabilizing. The Soviet orbital rendezvous system can be tracked as it
is launched and as it closes in on its target, but the U.S ,direct ascent
system could strike with little warning from fighter planes located
anyWIlere in the world. Short of *using a nuclear blast, for the USSR to
sweep U.S. satellites from the skies, many visible launchings of large
rockets over several days would be required, but a globally coordi-
nated U,S. strike could probably destroy most operable Soviet satel-
lites within a day. More than just a catch-up effort, the U S system
is a technological advance into a whole new plateau of-danger The
direct- ascent satellite killer also threatens a high percentage of Sciviet
military satellites because most of them are in low orbit 38

5

Sporadic negotialions between 'the USSR and the United States to
control .anti-satellite weapons during the late seventies were broken
off by the United States to- protest the Soviet invasion of Afghani-
stan. During the talks one stumbling block had been the Soviets' In-
sistence that the U.S. space shuttle be defined as an anti satellite
system.,The USSR claims that the shuttle's ability to maneuver in or-
bit and to bring objects back to earth means the United States can
destroy pr hijack Soviet satellites In response, the US claims the
shuttles are too expensive (Si billion apiece).. too- scarce (only .four
will be built), and too fragile to use as space fighters, especially since
the Soviets could quite easily mine their satellites to explode if tam-
pered with. Although the shuttle is itself not a very plausible anti
satellite' weapon, its versatility does give the United states an impor-
tant ability to fight in space. The U.S. Air Force's stfong. continuing

, 9,41,
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interest m the shuttle adds to these Soviet fears, stimulating Soviet
tests that could threaten U S space assets.39

Time is running out to control these new weapons. Frorn'the stand-
24 point of venfiSble arms control, the testingnot the deploymentof

satellite killers is the realistii point of rio return Once thoroughly
tested, these systems will be an arms control verification i\ightmare
sinte,many orbrting Soviet vehicles or many U fighterplaie could
harbor satellite killers The recent decision by the United States to'at-
celerate,testing of the direct ascent homing missile but to delay anti-
satellite negotiations has Seen justified as.a bargaining chip" slrate-
gy, to -develop a weapon to be negotiated away at some future date
Testing this satellite killer might restore -balance.' in the short term
but would open up a volatile, destabilizing new area of arms competi-
tion The United States depends far more than the Soviet Union on
spate for both tivilian,and military purposes, giving the,government
a powerfill motivation to check the spread of these. sa'Cellite killers
Unilateral U S restraint and an immediate resumption of negotiations
would do more than further tests to enhance the security of both
nations 40

Beyond these simple adaptations of rTnitine technologies to destroy
satellites, Soviet and American military scientists are enthusiastically
working to'huildspate-based energy ray weapons No longer rust the
stuff of Buck Rogers fiction, laser and particle beam systems are be-
ing developed with hundreds'of millions of dollars in research funds
and already exist in prototype. At a time of generaltbudget tutting, in
1982 the U.S. Congress approved a funding increase. for this tech-
nology even though the Department of Defense insisted that no more
money could he absorbed productively. In various tests, lasers placed
on mountaintops, on ships and in airplanes have shot down oncom-
ing missiles The inability of suc h weapons to penetrate fog, smoke,
dust or rain makes therm even more promising in the airless voids.of
spate. The earliest uses of space-based lasers will probably be to
blind surveillance satellites 41

As envisionedby U S. planners, powerful lasers in orbit would shoot
down intercontinental ballistic missiles as they art briefly into spate.
Due to the scattering effect of clouds and air, these lasers would have
little effect on objects on the ground. A space ray system that could
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-.shoot .dbwmthe ex.isting arsenal of Soviet ICBMs would cpstcon-
servtiVelybetween a 11fienomenal $500 billion and, $1 trillion, and
woup plate in orbit cmiet 300 satellites larger,than any yet built- An
effective sTlace,base"ii-141tistic missile defense system has one very ap-
pealing qualityit could eliminate the .poSqbility of nuclear missle
attack against population center's. Propopents argue that Such a
weapon wouleJ be inherently defensive in character, thus ending rath-
er than fueling the nuclear arms race 42

`The ultim.ite defensive weaponthe dream of military planners from
the time of die Great Wall to the' aginot Lineis not, however, aryy
more likely to be realihed in space than on earth The new exotic
space weapons would meroly extend into yet another -realm the same
stalemate of forces present on,earthat exorbitant cost

Using space-based lasers as a ballistic missile defense suffers from the
same problemsin 'spadesthat led the US and USSR to agree 'by
treaty to abandon all anti-ballistic missiles a decade ago The cen-
tral perciblem of all anti-ballistic missile systems is the ease with
which the highly sensitive radars that Crack oncoming missiles can he
utterly blinded. The massive aftershock of electronic radiation /cum
a single nuclear explosion, in space or in the upper atmosphere would
disable sensitive circuits, radar screens and' computers and make it
impossible to locate warheads moving at bullet speeds The systems'
other militarily fatal flaws include their ability to be% countered by
decoys, mirrored warhead surfaces, spinning warheads and warheads
laminated with burn - resistant surfaces. Even using optimistic cost
figures It clear that a dollar of defense expenditure could be effi-
tively countered for a dimea defense bargain no nation could
afford 43

The momentum of present militaryl'developments in space bodes a
bleak future qut thereami down here on earth: At a time of growing
rewurce competition and renewed ideological hostility, space mili-
tarization is being aggressively promoted by the Soviet and U S mili-
tary establishments, undermining important security interests in each
nation. Unilateral restraint, bilateral treaties and multilateral initi-
tives should be high national security priorities for bothethe United

States and the Soviet Union. Other countries just now beginning to
use space could play an active role in prodding the superpowers into



restraint Otherwise,. space .will slip from the realm',of into one
of war. .1
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26 Learning about Earth from Space t
The most valuable contribution space

the
have made Js`the in:

n. formatioi they have provided- about the universe and about the earth
From 0 lofty vantage point, scientists are learning answers to some
critical life-and-death questions.about the earthlibw the atmosphere,
oceans. sunlight and life forms interact tti make the planet habitable
and how humanAtioni are altering rhos systems. Beyond' invalu-
able lessons about the mec ics of "space hip eartb,- .space al.tivi--
ties are emerging as vital too in the mana ement of Perrestial sy-
tyms 'and resources. - 1 , }e '
Despite these vital contributions, 4e ier4e jrurtesourk.e, monitoring,
have been the poor cousins of the .war machine iii3pak.e. An early
space science pioneer, Dr. James°Van 'Allen, disLoyered the radiation
belts dround,thsearthtthat today bear his Dame after he LonvinoeLd the
military to suFstitute his instruments for the bags of sand they'lvere
using in test missiles to simulate the weight of warheads. ith ;pea-
ger, .declining budg and hand-me-down teLhnolegy from the mili-
tary, these earth-kee 1(% space activities are as ifeejectsoi.. the high
frontier as on the earth itself Nor was tb,frrrgest civilian 0.40 yen-
trirebne Apollo moon Proje.cta particular priority for scientists. a"
1963 poll of several hundred U S scientists found almost no support .
for the project. Today, tli momentum of space sLienceand resour..--Le .

monitoring is if.altering at a time when global monitoring systems.
should be established to keep tabs on the faltering health of the

', earth."-.4 ' IP
ii Si i."----- /<77(- i

Thus faral
the ,bi(gest scientific advances fro spare expl ation have

be in astronomy and related sciences e scientific i vestigation
or space has :entered on sending probe wand, in the se of the
moon, people, to Qthgr parts of the sola system. Probes dnded on
Venn d Mars by e US and USSR ga scientists firs and irgor-
matio a ut the surface and atmosphere o these planets, and pro-
vidfd a strong indiCation that 'they do not ha . or life. And the recent
U.S Pioneer and Voyager missions tranmitted thousand/ of spec-

fs.1----i.,.... G
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"Machines, not humans, have been and
will continue to be the principal
explorers of the solar item."

tacular high -qualit close -up photographs of Jupiter and Saturn and
their many moons.45

The American lunar landings represented the high Point of human
journeying into space, not likely to be surpassed for many decades to 27
come. Machines, not humans, have been Aid will continue to he the
principal explorers of the solar system. The instruments sent to the
moon were of more scientific importance than the astronaut's reports
Indeed the Soviet Union's Lunokhold traveled 50 kilometers over the ,

moc4r5rnsurface, and returned with 330 grams of lunar rockwithout
humans ever leaving the earth. The mission to land people on Mars
proposed in the US during the early seventies would have cost more
than $100 billion, yet two Viking probes capable of 13erforiting a
broad array of experiments without astronauts were sent for $500
million. As ,robots become even cheaper and more versatile in the '
yeari ahead, the justification for sending people into 'space could
diminish still fur ther.4°

There are many other objects in the solar systemnotably asteroids,
comets and the moons of -Jupiter and Saturnthat scientists want
closer looks at, but planetary probes, which cost from $200 million to
$1 billion, are increasingly hard to finance. Budget cuts in the U
program mean that the pace of solar system exploration for this.dec,-
ade will. be considerably slower than in the last and Oill virtually
grind to a halt in the nineties unless funding commitments for new 40
missions are made by the US or other governments in the next few
years. The budget of the U.S. planetary science program has been cut
so deeply ,in the last year that expensive probes already far from the
earth .will be permanently turned off. Dr. Eugene Levy, .Chairmart of
the Planetary Sciences Board of, the U.S. National Academy of Sci-
ences, estimates that $400 ,the current- $150 millionis
needed each year for the US to maintain a healthysprogram.47

As these deep -space voyages taper off, a-series of powerful observa-
tion systems that will be placed in earth's orbit but trained on distant
objects will be the center of scientific atterition. The most exciting of
these will go into operation in 1985 when the U.S. shuttle places into
orbit a telescope 2.5 meters in diameter. Although there are larger
telescopes on mountaintops on earth, their observational powers are
limited by the distorting effects of the atmosphere. The space tele-
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scope will have ten times better resolution than ground-based tele-
scopes, and will be able to detectobjects 50 times fainter than at pres-
ent, thus expanding the observable volume of,space 3511) times. Many
astronomers believe this new window on the universe will revolution-
ize their science, allowing, for example, the detection and observation
of planets around other stars.48

°Pr\
Spending money to explore the universe-has sparked controversy be-
tween those who believe more pressing needs exist on earth and thole
who seek knowledge. Unlike pure science on earth that often yields
some practical benefit later, astronomical discoveries are a particularly
pure (that is, useless) form of knowledge. Space explorations have,
however, spawned two new sciencescomparative planetology and
exobiology, the study of life elsewhere in the universe. Practitioners
of these nascent sciences argue that learning how other planets
evolved will yield insights into' the evolution and fate of the earth.
Pointing out that scientific knowledge is a group of generalities from
many case studies, comparative planetologists and exobiologists
question whether the knowledge of a planetthe earthcan ever be
firmly scientific when it is based on an exhaustive study of only one
example. Thus the hellish Surface temperature of Venus, the result of
an atmosphere of heat trapping carbon dioxide, is a partial case study
of what the earth could be like if the "greenhouse effect" runs wild.
The storm clouds on the fast-rotating planet Jupiter give scientists
information on the effects of rotation speeds on weather patterns un-
obtainable on earth."

40,0*

Beyond such intriguing tidbits, comparative planetology has yet to
transform human:understanding of the earth, perhaps because scien-
tistsed to look more closely at the earth's sister planets, or perhaps
because.those planets are.not very much like earth. On the' theoretical
side,.however, James Lovelock, the inventor of a trace-element moni-
toring technology widely used in pollution assessment, came up with
a systematic reinterpretation: of life's role in the evolution of the
earththe Gaia Hypothesiswhile designing the life detection experi-
ments for the Mars Vikings,LInder spacecraft. (The Gaia hypothesis
holds that life has transformed, the earth to suit its needs rather than
adapting to the earth.) By thinking about how to detect life on earth
just by analyzing its atmosphere, Lovelock was led to a reconceptuali,.
zation of life's interaction with its physical environment that is A:1pm-

9 ,c) ,
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"Observation satellites could be as
important to oceanography, climatology

and geology as the microscope was to
microbiology, or the telescope to

astronomy."

Ing Important new avenues of research 'in ecology, paleontology and
pollution control.° ..
Space's,Aggest boost to knowledge of hum'anity's' home may come
from looking more clearly aqd directly at the earth itself, rather than
at other, vaguely similar planets. Progress in sciences of the earth as
a wholeoceanography, climatology and geologyis intimately linked
with' human concerns such as weather patterns, fisheries potential,'
pollution assessment, earthquake warning and mineral exploration
For these, observation satellites are vital because the objects of their
studythe oceans, the atmosphere and the solid earthoperate on a
planetary scale. Before satellites, scientists had to be content with
scattered observations from ships, weather balloons and aerial photo-
graphs. Now for the first time they can actually see what they are
studying. One major hurdle for all the whole earth sciences has been
assimilating the sheer volume of satellite dataoften thousands of
times more .than from traditional sourcesinto existing modelp and
theories. Ultimately, observation satellites could be 8 important to
oceanography, climatology and geology as the microscope was to
microbiology, or the telescope to astrcinomy.52

Of the three earth sciences, climatology and geolog ave been most
affected thus far. Satellites have been indispensabl in monitoring the
thin upper layers of the atmosphere and the trace gases such as ozone
that shield the earth's surface from lethal solar radiation, Recently a
satellite monitoring the amount of solar radiation striking the upper
atmosphere found fluctuations of 0.2 percent in less than a week,
leading scientists to think that changes in the sun-itself may be a fac-
tor°in climate change. and weather patterns on earth. Mapmakers and
geologists have uged,orbiting instrument's to accuratelymap-the earth
and to measure its magnetic avoil-gravitational anomalies, giving new
insight into the planet's interior composition Because microwaves and
lasers between the earth and satellites can measure distances of thou-
sands of miles with an accuracy of a few inches, geologists are for the
first time able to track the slow pusHand pull of the earth's crust that
cause earthquakes. The use of satellites in oceanography has lagged
because the one ocean monitoring mission, the U S. ,SEASAT, went
dead after only a hundred days in space. Another limitation on ocean-
ography's use of informatiop from 44pace is the inability of satellites
to measure temperature Ve(rjeath the 'ocean's surf ace.52
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The ability to look- continuously at broad areas of the earth's surface
is of practical as well as scientific value. ,Monitoring the earth for
everything froM weather forecasting and iceberg tracking to ,crop
assessment and mineral exploration is known as "remote sensing. (-------

30 Remote sensing satellites are similar to those used 1-z planetary scien-
tists or military intelligerice officials in basic technology and aim, but
different in the type, resolution and volume of data they generate.
Some remote sensing uses have become commercially impbrtant,
others are poised to become so, and still other; are in the research
phase. ,.,

:
- .

The first and still most frequent use of retin''ote 'sensing in terrestrial
resource management i,s weather satellites. Fr.9rn far above the earth's

° surface, cameras and other sensors provide meteorologists with
broader pictures of weather m ments 'than Sever before available.
Combined with the analysis fro high-speed computers, meteorologi-
cal satellites have made weather forecasting much less of a guessing
game. today s 24-hour forecasts Piave the same accuracy-84 percent
as 12-hour forecasts did 15 years ago. With -better predikt,i,on,of
severe storms, such as hurricanes and typhoons, evacuation warnings
can be issued and lives saved Since satellites began keeping track of
hurricanes in the mid-sixties, no one has died because of deficient
warning. Hurricane Camille, the worst storm of the century, caused
minimal loss of life in 1969, whereas 1,500 people died in hurricanes
in Mexico in 1959 and 5,000 in Texas in 1300. A cooperative ty-
phoon-warning system being set up in E stAsia should reduce the
area's yearly storm damage of more th
annually hit by four or five typhoons oiling suddenly off the Pacific,

billion. The Philippines,

will be a major beneficiary Withit145* years, global satellite imagery
should enable meteorologists to make five-day forecasts that are as
accurate as 24 -hour ones today, which would translate into $5.5 bil-
lion of savings in agriculture and aviation in the United States
alone.53 . .

Beyond weather satellites, a wide array of remote sensing satellites
stand poised to move from the research an,d development phase to c

routine daily use. Beginning in the early seventies, the United Stales
and the Soviet Union put into orbit general purpose remote sensing
satellites. France and Japan are 'expected to orbit civilianre-mote
sensing systems within the next five years. Knotvn as EANDSATS,
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these satellites have -proved useful 'to farmers, foresters, shippers,
highway builders, coastal zone managers and mapmakers 54

Remote sensing of living systems.crops, forests, grasslands, plank-
ton and fisheriescould provide solid trend information on a truly
global scale as well as having many uses in day-to-day resource man-
agement. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has used .LANDSAT
images of foodgrbwingregions to improve-crop harvests Using simi-
lar data, U.S. officials in recent years have made more accurate pre-
liminary estimates of Soviet wheat harvests than the Soviets them-
selves. Economist Klauss 1-leiss estimated in 1979 that the direct
economic benefits of satellite crop forecasting have been about $325
million a year, 'far exceeding the $80 million cost of the program In
the United States, forest-products firms with large landholdings have
found that satellite images provide not only 112roader -coverage than
ground-based assessments, but also a mote accurate view of tree he,alth
than direct visual inspection. Thus far these,4ystems are, of value only
over areas with large fields and low crop variety.55

Mineral and petroleum explorers have also benefited from remote
sensing. By studying satellite images of known mineral deposits and
theft looking for similar formations elsewhere, geologists have been
able to locate commercially valuable' deposits. Most notable thus far
has been the discovery of copper deposits in-a remote region of Paki-
stan How widespread such discoveries are likely to be is a matter of
controversy. among geologists The oil companies have made exten-
sive use of LANDSAT data, but the impact this has had On oil dis-
coveries is, hard to

on
because the firms' maintain a tight lid of

proprietary secrecy on exploration techniques. Another useful appli-
cation of remote sensing will be to monitor the reclamation of strip-
mined land.50

Remote sensing satellites have provided particularly useful informa-
tion about developing countries, if only because conventional niajo-
ping, Mineral surveys and, crop inventories have been so sparse. The
United States has gone to great lengths to involve Third World count
4ries in its LANDSAT program, heavily subsidizing the export.of re-
ceiving stations and providing free training to scientists. Some seven
developing countries nbw have receiving stations. Brazil, the second
largest user of LANDSAT photos after the US, is assessing for the
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I ,tfirst time the am nt and rate of deforestation over large areas of
vemote terrain B azilian scientists have replaced previous widely
varying estimates % ith firm scientific ones and confirmed deforesta-
tion, is occurring more rapidly than goveinment officials believed.
The satellite photos-will also help Brazil target reforestation areas and
monitor success In the byren regions of the Middle East, LANDSAT
images are used to track the patterns of moisture in remote desert
areas, giving farmers-warning of desert locust outbreaks.57 .

The prospects for greater routine use of LANDSAT-,type satellites for
resource management are today clouded by a series of institutional,
political and financial problems. Because thedata obtained by re-
mote sensing' satellites has commercial use, developing lountries fear
that 'Multinational corporations geared to use the' information will
gain greater leverage on their economies and enhanced control over
their resources Several Third World countrk.6, led by Indonesia, be-
lieve that no remote sensing data of a country should be acquired or
released without the'obse'rved country's explicit permission.

The United States, supported by_most of the other OECD members,
maintains a policy of open access. In fact the United States sells
LANDSAT photographs to,...anyone willing to pay the price without
even asking for the purchaser's identity A compromise position ad-
vanced by the Soviet Union would require the sensed nation to give
prior consent for dissemination of images with. greater than 50
meters cesolption The current .U.S. LANDSAT satellites have a reso-
lution of 80 meters:' but a U.S. experimental system has a 30-meter
re olutton and the new Trench commercial system will go down to JO
or 20 meters Stopping at 50 meters would eliminate some potenti-
al valuable . applications, such as detecting specific ppllution
sources, but gbing to 10 or 20 meters would.generate information of
military significance. The line between spying and science has all but
disappeared with these technologies.58 s

Before a LANDSAT system can be routinely used the difficult task.of
matching users to information must be solved. Questions of what
type of sensors are used, what resolution'of images are available, how
rapidly information is available anci how frequently iniages are
made of a given area would evoke a different answer from each po-
tential class of users. The solution to this problem favored by the
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"Maps of the moon are better than
those of the "earth because Military
authorities allow lunar orbiters to

carry more advanced cameras than those
on civilian spacecraft thatorbit the

earth."

0

most active LANDSAT country, the United States, and its potential
commercial competitor, France, is to turn the systems into profit-
making operations. The United Stites has been the leader in develop-
ing and demonstrating LANDSAT technology, but the U S Gov-
ernment has no plans to follow the current experimental systems 33
with an operational one that potential users would need to justi y the

costs of retetving and processing equipment. The official U.S policy
is that private investors should build and operate LAN SATs.
France, however, is moving lo fill this ,gap between the existin 'users'
needs and NASA's experimental work with an ,operational system
known as SPOT. Neither the quasi-government SPOT por the strictly
private system desired by the U.S. Government can operate profit-
ably, however, just by selling images of France or the United States
and international areas like' the oceans, so they would be forced to
make and market images of other countries."

Turning LANDSATs over to p rivate enterprise may, however, crea te
as many problems as it solves. International pressure to restrict the
systems may well increase if developing countries feel they are being
extensively monitored for the benefit of the highest bidders And sci-
entists and resource managers in the Thiid World question whether
LANDSATs designed with profit in mind will produce the kinds and
quantities of information they need. A solution to these problems
may be .to develop international cooperative institutions that are run
in a business-like fashion but tfrat serve a broader agenda of scientific
reseakh and are more responsive to the needs and fears of the poorer
members of the world economy.60

The future of both planetary science and remote sensing from space \,)
will to a great- degree be detetthined by scientists' access to military
technology Although not all military reconnaissance and surveillance
technology is of immediate use to science and earth resource manage-
ment, the civilian programs could certainly benefit immensely from
the transfer of some military technology. Dr. F4rotik EI-Baz, Re-
search Director of the Center for Earth and Planetar Sciences at the
U.S. National Air and Space Museum notes, for ex mple, that maps
of the moon are better than those of the earth -6 ause military au-
thorities allow lunar orbiters to-carry More adv nced cameras than
those on civilian spacecraft that orbit the earth: Much of the early
earth-sensing technology was pioneered by the military and trans-
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ferred to. civilian uses later. But the military also prohibits the use of
key sensing technologies by civilian groups. Thus the U.S. military
forced the ill-fated SEASAT system to carry radar systems consider-
ably below the state of the art, muchto the dismay of some scientists
whose experiments could have benefited nom the more advanced
radars Point-source pollution monitoring will also suffer without the
use of high resolution sensors now monopolized by the military,. In
the U 5 space effort, this military preemption of technology puts the'
country one step behind others in the commercial space race. the
French SPOT, for example, will use sensors with roughly twice the
resolution of LANDSAT, not because of French technological inno-
vation, but because the U.S. military makes NASA use low-resolution
sensors for fear of revealing secret technology.01

The Satellite Communications Revolution

sold prophesies of future technologies are commonplace the days,
but few have been_sis successful at this art as the British scientist Ar-.
thur C Clarke, aMor of 2001: A Spdce Odyssey. In 1945, Clarke
published a detailed plan to use orbiting satellites for conveying
messages from place to place on the earth, although he certainly did
not expect realization of his idea within his lifetime. Yet today he
regularly converses with scientists all over the world via satellite
from his home in Sri Lanka. Communications satellites and their
support systems are a rapidly' growing industry because they enable
people to transfer information more cheaply and reliably than ever
before Remote sensing applications may be plagued with mismatches
between producers and users of data, conflicts over access to the
product, and military monopolization of technology, but the com-
miOcation satellite industry has integrated itself into terrestrial
systems and pioneered highly successful international cooperative
organizations that have thus far . avoided paralyzing political
conflict.°2

The commercial use. of space is dominated'by'communioationsatel-
lites, which account for about 90 percent of the commercial benefits
of space Since Telstar, the first commercial Communications satellite,
started beaming signals' in 1962; there has been an.explosive growth.
in this industry. In 1965 less than. 100 trans-Atlantic satellite tele-
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_ . "Leasing-a standard telephone circuit
for a year cost $32,000 in 1969, but only

$4,680 now.'2

.plione circuits Were in use, in.1980 there were 20,0.00 corAn6cting all

parts of the globe. The number of circuits is expected to double by
1984, and to feach130,060 This tremendous 'growth has
been fueled by an' equally phetrenal fall in the price. Leasing a`
standard telephone circuit for a year'cost.$32,000 in 1969, but only 35
$4,680 now. (See Figure i.) Worldwide, satellite communisations
represent nearly a $2-billion-a-year business, a figure that is ex-

epected t011ach $10 billion a year by the end'of the decade 63

Thousands of Dollars
per Year

30

20

10

Source I TELSAT

1965
I I -

1970 1975

Figure 2: iNTELSAT Unit Service Charge
(in turrent dollars), 1965-1980 .

1980

These satelliteshave created for the first time in history a genuinely
global communications network. Twenty years ago Argentina and
Chile talked to each other via New York exchanges, while Nigeria
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and Ghana spoke via London. At the core of this anew planet-span-
ning communications system are the 15 sate rtes owned and Operated
by the International TelecommunicationsSa ellite Organization (IN-

36 TELSAT) Founded in 1964, INTELSAT now has 106 merribei
tions It is an outgrowth alleand until recently dominated4
COMSAT, khe U.S. domestic satellite corporation. Created by treaties,
between countries but operated like a profit-making commercial
enterprise, INTELSAT is the most successful cooperative interna-
tional space venture. The Soviet Union built a separate network,
INTERSPUTNIK, to provide services for Eastern Europe and its Qwn .

vast reaches.64

While these satellites' allow businesses in developed countries to lower
the cost of telephone services, they offer developing countries a ..

chance to fashion communication links where none existed before.
Only the US, USSR and Canada had domestic satellite systems in
1975, by 1980, there were 15 domestic satellite systems in the Third
World. This greater relative importance is dramatically reflected in the
fact that Third World countries.contain only 7 percent of the tele-
phones in the world but account for 38 percent of the satellite com-
munications traffic. Developing countries are, in essence, able_to skigor-
the costly stage of building Ions-distance telephone lines.65

4N
Communications satellites are becoming larger, more complex and
more expensive while receiving stations on earth become smaller,
cheaper and more mobile The first experimental communications
satellite, ECHO I, was nothing but an inflated metal foil balloon
that bounced radio waves back to earth. In contrast, the new INTEL-
SAT VI will be a telephone exchange in space, as tall as a four -story
house and capable of' simultaneously receiving, processing and route
ing 37,000 telephone conversations. The resulting opportunity to
miniaturize earthside receivers has contributed to 4 rapid prolifera-
tion of dish antennas. In the United States the number of receiving
stationstypically owned by a business or government - agency with a
high vQiume of telephone usehas jumped from 50 to 3,00T in the
last three years *NASA has even produced designs of a giant satellite
linking a global network of personal mobile telephones that would be
small enough to wear like a wristwatch.66

I
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The ability of sa likes to transmit information cheaply has a con-
siderable effect on nternatiorial commerce and politics Thus far, it

has led to a notable centralization of decision-making. Because the
United States uses more satellite communications than any other
country, the impact of the new technology on diplomacy, business
and the armed forces has been most pronounced there. Ambassadors
who previously had a degree of discretion in.running the day-to-day,
contacts between governments are now effectively under the detailed
control of the State Department officials in Washington. Similarly,
large multinational corporati8ns can keep much tighter reinvn their
far-flung operations from their central-headquarters in London, New
York, Singapore or Tokyo. Centralized control of distant military,
operations has also greatly increased. In the 1975 Mayaguez incident
and the 1980 attempt. to rescue hostages in Iran the President of the
United States was in more direct control of military operations on the
other side ()lithe world than commanders a few miles from the battle
have been in previous years.67

Another information service of growing economic importancenavi-
gation satellitesis owned and operated by the Military but used by
thousands of civilians. Like remote sensing, naviation satellites face
growing problems of civilian access to military technologies. The U.S
Navy's Transit satellite system, operational since 1963, provides sig-
nals that when processed by small computers reveal a ship's location
to within 50 meters. 'Receivers, costing about $20,000 each, are used
by an estimated 6,000 ships now that the U.S. Navy allows civilians
access to the system. An even more adVanced military network of 18
NAVSTAR satellites will, when fully operational in 1988, provide
moving aircraft with hig y accurate locational fixes. Present plans
are to allow, some than , but not all, to be received by civilians.
The receivers, no larger a portable radio, are small and light
enough to use in small private aircraft, battlefield units or cruise
,missiles."

Satellites also transmit television signals, and ,this may be the use that
has hod the most immediate impact on the greatest number of people
to date. News broadcasting has been the most dramatically affected.
Appropriately, the first event watched live by people worldwide w.as
the landing of the men on the moon, images owhich were beamed
flotwU.S..satellites.rushed into Rlace For the event. Live television
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broadcasts of sports events like the soccer World Cup matches and
the Olympics are seen by as many as two billion people. Satellite TV
broadcasts are bringing cultural interactions that for.the first time be-

38 gin to match- the scaleof the world's economic and political inter-
dependencies.69

Television broadcasting via satellite has been slower to develop- than
telephone services and more controversial, reflectiliZk in part its power.
to undercut politically sensitive and economically lucrative monopo-
lies held by established TV networks. ln:thelUnited States, local cable

TV, two; hirds of which is transmitted by satellite, made the first
inroads on the monopolies, and was followed in the early/ghties by
a spate of new networks tho beam images directly to small antenna
dishes. Already between 30,000 and 40,000 are in use and the number
grows by 2,500 a month. Irt Western Europe, where almost all tele-
vision broadcasting is done; by government-controlled -companies,
Luxembourg recently licensec1.513fivarte firm to begin satellite broad-.
casts Because the country is so small,jthe broadcasts will spill over
into large areas of neighboring countries,, creating politically contro-
versial competition for government stations and a lucrative new mar-
ket for private-advertisers. Fearing thrThiusion of foreign TV broad-
casts into its tightly controlled informatic0 market, the Soviet Union,
joined by several Third World countries, has led'an iiternational ef-
fort toban direct TV broadcast across national borders."

Some planners in the Third World are enthused about satellite tele-
vision broadcasting as both.a means to communicate with large seg-
ments of the population out he social mainstream and a way to
assist in literacy campaigns. By eaply bringing 'educational pro-
grams or entertainment to the coup side, satellites can Help remove

' one of -the incentives for urban migration. Studies in El Salvador
irIclicate that villages with one or more publicly accessible televisions
lose their population much less rapidly than those without them. In
1976, in a joint U.S.-India effort, direct-broadeast.satellitts beamed
teacher education, student instruction, family planning, hygiene and
agricultural programs to an estimated five million people in six dif-
ferent clusters of 2,400 Indian villages. Viewing the experiment a
success, India has called the launch of a permanent, 'Tndian-built
system a top priority for its nascent space program. The biggest con-
straint on reaping the educational advantages of direct broadcast sat-



"Satellite TV broadcasts are bringing
cultural interactions that for the first

time begin to match the sacle of the
world's econofnical and political

interdependencies."

ellites is not the hardwarethe satellites, the transmitters and the
receiversBrit the -software," suchr as programming ,geared to vil-
lages, teacher4 capable of integrating the images into meaningful les-

,sons and financial support."

Space Industrialization: The Mirage of AbundanCe

Nq one looking at space a quarter- century ago foresaw all .ways in
which space systems have altered human life, and no one today, pre-
dicting space activities over the next 50 to .100 years is likely to pre--
dict.alt the uses to which satellites will be put. Yet enough is known
about the potential of pace and the needs of earth that some ideas
large -scale space colonies, solar power satellites and asteroid mining
can be eliminated as practical 4nd desirable goals. A modest indus-
try producing certain high quality products is possible within this
time horizon, but is unlikely to surpass the economic contribution of
communications satellites. The longer term prospects for human ven-
tures in space are, of course, not knowable. But large-scale space
industrialization is not a viable solution to the pressing population,
energy or resource problems of the earth.* 4

The succe'of the -satellite communications industry has spawned a
great al of speculation about the possibility of building industries
i n s race. Experiments aboard the U.S. Skylab in 1974 revealed that
the weightless, airless: conditions of space enabled the production of
cein goods that are impossible to manufacture on earth. Without
gravity, crystals form much more regularly, permitti,ng the creation cif
glasses and electrical dgvices that have vastly higher performance'
than any others:, And the products can be 'formed without containers,
eliminating impurities that are the or limit to the performance of
certain'optical and metallurgical pro cts on earth.72

'The dryg industry could be major user, of weightless space tc,

achieve idelicate separation of c mplex, nearly idential substances A
Johnson & Johnson subsidiary is working with NASA to conduct
an extensive research program. Jesco von Ptattakamer, a long-range
planner at NASA, estimates that space m'anuficturing could lOwer
the production cost: of a drug that fights blood clots from7its current
$1,200 a, dose to around $100, perhaps saving some of the 50,000,

. 0 0
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people who die of clots each year Because cooling metals do not form
convection currents in a vacuum, strong alloys can_be made from
metals that are grainy and crumble when combined on earth. Thus
the German at/to manufacturer BMW is reportedly interested in
fashioning lead and aluminum alloy motor parts that would be highly,
heat resistant, self-lubricating and last for a HIE million miles of
use 73 .

Expert opinion about the prospeCts for. space manufacturing is

sharply divided, reflecting the limited' number of experiments that
have been performed and the large uncertainties about the costs of
setting up a commercially t ble factory in space. The many experi-
ments in ortaterials process g scheduled for the shuttle-launched
Spacelab in 1983 will answer some questions, while undoubtedly
creating even more. Because the most critical factor in the economics
of space processing will be the weight of the raw materials and the
processing equipment, the first markets are likely to be for products
with a high value-to-weight ratio, such as pharmaceuticals and elec-
trome devices, followed by specialty glasses and alloys A study for .,

NASA by Microgravity Research Associates estimates that two or
three $500- million space factories,' weighing 15,000 kilograms and
serviced every three months by the space shuttle,, could meet half the

4.. growth in demand in.semiconductors in the,United States over the
next decade.74

.
If these vsions.of space manufacturing materigize, the products will
be 'quite expensive, limiting t eir use to markets such as advanced,.
weapons systems, scientific ins uments and medical devices whereweap

b,t\r,

performance, not price, is critical. However., the most krobable pay-
off frompace materials experiments is likely to be pew knowledge
of,how materialg interact that can be applied in terrestrial manufac,
turing. The principal financial supporters (if Spacelab, the West Ger-
mans, look to these experiments to augment their knowledge of basic s
materials science rather than as precursors to industrial manufactur-
ing in spaCe. -Successful space manufacturing vwitures wilLalmost.
surely bebe dut by Vestern high technolOgrforporalions, thus _......
intensifying the gap betw.eFn the North and the Sout4.7.5

.....1 .. . . .
.Although space manufacturing may become a modest industry some
day, large-scale space industri'Alization is an unworkable attempt to
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escape from the problems'of earth. Much of the recent writing about
humanity's future in space has been dominated by a group of out-
landish proposals. for industrializing spacesolar power satellites,
splice colonies and asteroid miningthat aim to bypass the earth's
resource limits by importing energy and materials from space or ex-
porting people from the planet. At first 'glance these-massive under-
takings have a certain logic: the earth is limited, space is infinite.

..'Outer space does contain vastly more energy, space andraterials
than earth. Yet this abundance cannot be brought to bear meaning-
fully on the earth's problems. Based as they are on Misleading ideas

, about the nature of humanity's earthbound resource predicament,
attempts to realize these fantasies are likely to exacerbate the p;ob:
lems of the earth during a period of unprecedented environmental
stress. Rather than signs of hope in a time of troubles they are the
most grandiose hallucinations of technological civilization.

The plans for the large-scale habitation and exploitation, of space
Wye evoked extensive public enthusiasm, which reflects at least a
groiniin realization that the Resent course of ,growth on earth can-
not continue indefinitely. Long a _staple of science fictic% writers,
space colonies were first ,seriously proposed in the early seventies by
Dr. Gerard 0:Neill, a,':,-,grinckn University physicist. In The High
Frontier: Hu an Colonies in 'Space, O'Neill detailed plans to 'build
colonies with at first 10,000 inhabitants, and later a million.Manu-

...Jacturect out of materials from the earth, and then the moon, the
colonies would.be completely self-sufficient by harnessing the sun for
all sources of energy. Space colonization is specificalljpromoted as a
,solution to overcrowding and environmental` on the
earth. By exporting ever greaternumbers of humans into these orbit-
ing-cities, the wildlife and wilderness qualities of the earth could be
protected, he claimell, or perhaps even expanded.Th

Life there, is envisioned as pastoral, pollution -free, pluralisticsort of
floating garden cities. "Artists recreations" depict vast transparent
domes with sunlight flowing In for plants and lighting. Ttle reality of
space habitation would be far bleaker for centuries to come. The radi-
ation belts around the earth make these visions misleading to the
point of fraud.' Heavy thick metal shielding would be necessary to
block the lethal quantitiesof cosmic and solar radiation. Life in space

, for the foreseeable future will be like that in a submarine, an off-
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shore oil platform or an, Antarctic mining campdangerous, cramped,
isolated and uneventful."

Large-scale space colonization not nowand may never hetech-
nologically feasible. Structures of the size envisioned are thousands
of times larger than anything yet built in space. If the record of simi-
lar scale-ups on earth is any guide, there will be unforeseen and per-
haps insurmountable problems. Ecologist Paul Ehrlich points out that
scientists have no idea hOw to create large, stable ecosystems of the
sort that would be needed to make space colonies self-sufficient. The
key to such knowledge is, of course, much more study of the eco-
systems on earth, many ofWhich are becoming less diverse and less

-stable. It could be many decades before scientists know enough to
understandlet alone recreateecosystems as Complex as those' now
being degraded."

it. --

Nor are space colonies a meaningful response to the population and
environmental problems of the earth. At a time when 800 million hu-
mans live in "absolute poverty" on earth; makes little sense to
think about building fabulously expensive habitats in space. Simply
transporting the world's daily increase of about 200,000 people into
space would cbnsume the annual gross national product of the
United States. And long befor,e technology made space colonies feasi-
ble the current rate of population growth would have caused the
earth's life support systems to'collapse. More basically, human popu-
lation growth is not Ian inevitable natural necessity requiring an ever
more expensive technicSI response, PopUlation stabilization is a diffi-
cult social challenge, but it is certainly less complex than the or-
ganizational arid political skills'needed for large-scale colonization of
space. Even if feasible, the endless multiplication of human beings in
these hive canisters is ultimately as pointless a vision as it is bleak."

The space resource venture given the irkost attention as having near-
. term relevance to humanity is the solar power satellite, or SUNSAT,
envisioned first in 1968 by. Dr. Peter Glazer. A solar-power satellite
system would consist of three parts: an orbiting array of photovoltaic
cells to collect_and turn sunlight into electricity, a microwave beamer
to send the power 'through the earth's atmosphere and fields of i-.
crowave antennae oir earth to convert the beams back into. usa E.,

electrit' y. Variant designs would, use lasers in the place of micro-
, 1
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future will be like that in aiubmarine,

an off-shore oil platform or an Antarctic
mining campdangerous, cramped, isolated

and uneventful."
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waves and mirrors iniihe pike of photovoltaic cells. The system's
principal appeal is its ability to collect virtually unlimited amounts of
solar energy without obstruction from the atmosphereor the, cycle of
night and day and without polluting the earth's atnlosphere with
combustion by-products. During fhe seventies, as energy costs rose
and environmental constraints became increasingly visible, SUNSAT
proponents backed by large U.S. aerospace corporations, created
considerable public and government interests in the idea. They
claimed that mass production of photovoltaic cells and new rockets
many times the size of those in use today would make this scientifi-
cally feasible venture into one that was also technologically and
economically viable.8° .

.
The construction of SUNSAT would be an undertaking of unprece-
dented size and cost. A 1980 NASA and'U.S. Department of Energy
study estimated tha 60 satellites, each as big as Manhattan Island,
would be needed t produce 300 gigawatts of electricity, which is
roughly the current U.S. usage. The cost estimates ranged from an
optimistic $1.5 trilli n to a more probable $3 trillion. If two SUN-
SATs were built e Ch year, one heavy-lift rocketseven times the
size of the largest rocket ever built--would have to be launched each
day for 30 years to band and service them."

After an initial burst of favorable press by space and energy groups,
several in-depth studies of SUNSAT by panels of independent sci-
entists and analysts concluded that the concept faced technical, eco-
nomic, environmental and political hurdles that are pbably insur
mountable. The U.S. Office of Technology Assessment concluded
that SUNSATs involved as many environmental risks as large-scale
terrestrial energy systems such as coal and nuclear powerand more
technological uncertainties. A 1981 study, by the O.S. National
Academy of Sciences went a step further, concluding that obstacles to
solar power satellites were so.great that no funds should be spentsfor
its development for at least the next decade, a remarkable recommen-
dation for a group usually highly sympathetic to research.82

.1

The barriers to an economical SUNSAT.are 'technologi-cal rather than

.

scientific. At each step in its constru , ethnological barriers
would have to be broken and costs d have to fall, rapidly. Photo-
voltaic cells are made already, for example,, and there may soon be
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cheaper ones.- But scientists do not know how to make cheap ones
with the ability to withstand-intense radiation and cosmic ray bom-
bardment for decades. Similarly, many major advances and scale-ups
in rocket design and the handling'of materials are needed to build
such large, structures in space. One major uncertainty fn the cost of

-SUNSAT is labor. Preliminary evidence suggests that workers could
not stay irr orbit at the construction site for more than a few days
without absorbing unsafe levels of radiation. Unless the health of,
thousands of highly trained workers is to be sacrificed on this high-
energy altar, work tours would hlve to be short, driving up training
and transportation costs.83

More troubling than these' technical constraints are planetary scale
environmental risks. Beaming trillions of wads of microwaves
through the atmosphere for extended periods of time is almost certain
to after the composition of gases in unpredictable ways. Launching
millidns of tans of material into orbit would also dace large quanti-
ties of exhaust gases into -the upper atmosphere, perhaps disrupting
the thin bands of volatile gases, such as the ozone layers, that play
important but poorly understood roles in regulating the habitability
of thcearth. An operational SUNSAT systerh big enough to make a
difference in the terrestrial energy equation would be a shot-in-the-
dark exper.iment with the human race's one habitable environment
the earth's atmosphere."

The political and institutional barriers to SUNSAT are less quantifi-
able but no less-intractable. These large satellites, powerful sources
of electromagnetic radiation, would orbit in a relatively small band of
near space that already carries a great deal of satellite traffic, so other
uses of space would be constrained. At the minimum, international
agreements would have to ensure that energy benefits reached those
who would have to forego other use of these orbits. The operatioj1
of such a system would-involve worldwide resource allocation regimes
far beyond those nos' inexistence. If 'these massive power systems
ever fell into the hands of terrorists or politically ambitious generals,
or fell bkk' into the ,,earth's, atmosphere,, the results could be dis-.
astrou s."

One other miiage of Ibu ndance in space that has recently received
attention is asteroids. A scheme to.mine them to meet mineral needs
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be a shot-iri-the-dark experiment with

the human race's one habitable
environmentthe earth's

atmosphere."

on earth has also been proposed in some detail by former U.S. astro-
naut Brian O'Leary. These irregularly shaped rocks that orbit thr
surf, mainly between Mars and Jupiter, range in size from as small as

A grain of sand to as big as the state of Texas. Although our direct
knowledge of asteroids in space is limited, scientists have studied the 45
composition of a few that have over the millenia collided with the

J earth. Many asteroids have nickel and iron contents several times as
high as ores now mined and, unliki metallic ores on the earth, do not
require energy-intensive smelting., Indeed, the world's largest and
highest grade nickel deposit, in Sudbury, Ontario, is believed to be
the remains of a giant asteroid that struck the planet over two billion
years ago. Although there is probably, enough metal in the asteroid
belt to meet world needs for many centuries, getting the asteroids to
the earth's surface would' be costly and energy-intensive, and 'would
risk an accidental collision and ecological disruption on a cotossal
scale. Long before it becomes feasible or economical to .bring rar
metals in from space, scientists should be able to turn the prodigious-
ly abundant clay, silicon, aluminum, hydrocarbons and iron in the
earth's crust into plastics, ceramics, specialty irons and glasses to meet
global materials requirements."

Whose Space? . - .

The useful areas of neat. space are perhaps best understood ag exten-
sions of earth. While vast in size by terrestrial standards, near, space
is a limited, degradable resource. The increasingly used part of °space
is subject to many of the same problems afflicting the earthresource
disputes, crowding and pollution.. As with any valuable resource,
questions of ownership are of great political consequence.

Space, is an irreducibly global entity. Because objects remain in near
space only if they 'are rapidly orbiting the earth, the concept of na-
tional sovereignty works no better in space than it.does in the ocean
basins and the atmosphere, where air and water circulate indifferent
to human borders. As with these other global commons, space is an
arena for conflicts between the North and South. There has been an
attempt to fashion a legal regime for space resource use from the
"common heritage of mankind", principle, but it has not beeAwidely
accepted, ti
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For the Soviet Union and the United States, the crowding of space
pcsses a painful dilemma. While needing international agreement to
continue to enjoy, the benefits of space, the superpowers cannot set
up a regime without sharing technology and reserving some orbit
slots for the have-not countries. For the third World, the growing
lead of the industrial nations in exploiting this new global resource is
seen as a threat to their painfully achieved and economically insecure
independence.

The central agreement governing outer space is the 1967 Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States, in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies,
referred to as the Outer Space Treaty. This was drafted by the U.N.
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS), a
standing U.N. bade that legislates on 'all matters concerning space.
The core doctrine of the treaty is that outer space is not subject to na-
tional appropriation. It has been ratified by 107 countries, including
all those active in space.8

A second U.N. spice treaty, a 1979 agreement known as the Moon
Treaty, is not yet in effect and has been ratified by just three coun-
tries, only one of which, Fiance, is active in space. The Moon Treaty
takes the principle of nan- appropriation one step further, declaring
that the moon and other celestial bodies are the "armttion heritage of
mankind." While the Outer Space Treaty was essentially a codifica-
tion of the status quo in space, the Moon Treaty is a bold effort to
lay down principles for activities that do not yetand may neJer
exist It jias drawn considerable criticism fof trying to restrict future
activities without a clear knowledge of what those activities might
be. In response, Third World advocates say the treaty only establishes
that future lawmaking will be governed by general principles that
protect their minimum interests. Prospects for U.S. ratification are
dim, aerospace an mining companies are lobbying vigorously
against it, claimingprobably with some exaggeration that the
treaty would effectively forbid private enterptise on the moon. Nor is
the Soviet,Union, which is generally opposed, to the "common heri-
tage of mankind' doctrine, likely to sign it soorS. The IVICion Treaty

, is likely tosemain in legal limbo for the foreseeable future."'

/fp
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"Some areas of the geosynchronous
orbit over parts of the equator south of
Europe and North America are,already

fairly crowded."

The Outer Space Treaty contains a provision banning the stationing
of "weapons of mass destruction"nuclear bombsin orbit. Unfor-
tunatelythis agreement, often cited, as an important arms control
accoinplishnient, is not verifiable and bans a,jechnology with neglible

Cymilita value. Since high yield nuclear weapons are today the size of 47
a small suitcase, hiding them aboard satellites would be simple. While
the vision of nuclear weapons spinning around the world ready to
descend when called is frightening, orbiting bombs are far less accu-
rate than ballistic missiles, can only strike a narrow bancj of the earth
beneath their orbital path, and pose nightmarish command ,and con-
trol problems. Despite these problems; an historian of the period
notes that President Kennedy accepted the Soviet invitation to negoti-
ate the ban against the ,unanimous advice of his top national security
advisersa reflection of the kind of pressure arms controllers face
from military establishments eager to preserve all options.89

Curiously, the Outer Space Treaty does not contain a definition of
outer space, leaving unanswered the question of where the atmos-
phere ends and space begins, or where national airspace becomes in-
ternational space. This could be a considerable problem in the years
ahead should some countries attempt to extend and enforce natjonal
sovereignty over very high overflights. Reconnaissance and remote
sensing satellites orbiting 80 miles above the earth could be prime
targets.90

Ownership disputes caused by crowding in space are likely to emerge
first over the geosynchronOus Orbits, a band of space 22,500 miles
above theRquator. A satellite's orbit is called geosynchronous when
the speed of the satellite around the earth matches the speed of the
earth's rotation, so that the satellite is stationary relative to a particu-.
lar place on earth. To avoid radio interference, satellites in geosyn-
chronous orbit must be placed some distance from each other, limiting
the number that can use this valuable band to 180. Some areas of the
geosynchronous orbit over parts of the equator south of Europe and
North America are already fairly crowded, and INTELSAT projects
that slots in some areas will run out by thvatly nineties."

Most communications and many weather satellites'are in geosyn-
chronous orbit. To achieve continuous coverage, otherwise requires
movable antennas and several satellites, because some are spee4rig
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behind the earth at any one time. These alternatives obviously in-
crease severalfold the cost of a given service. Because satellites in
geosynchronous orbit are so high, they can cover a large area. In fact,
three communications satellites cover all the world's surface except
the polar circles.

Thus far geosynchronous orbits have been taken on a first come, first
served basis. Developing countries claim this discriminates against
them because many of the slots wine full by the time they can make
extensive use of communication satellites. The first effort to stake a-,
claim on this valuable orbital resource was the Bogota Declaration,
signed by seven equatorial countries. in 1976. Since satellites ingeo-
synchronous orbit hover over them, rather than simply flying over
like other satellites, these countries declared these orbits were exten-
sions of their territorial airspace. This claiin has generally noL been
respected because many Third World countries would also ex-
cludtd by it and because it contradicts the "non-appropriation- prin-
ciple at the heart of both the Outer Space and Moon Treaties A more
realistic system, proposed by India, would set upo licensing system
for these orbital slots, awarding a certain number to each country
Thesespermits could then be sold, enabling use of the space now but
preserving minimum ownership rights for developing countries.92. .

The United States has strenuously opposed any international regime
governing the allocations bf geosynchronous orbits, arguing that
technological' innovatipn in transmission systems will allow a con-

. .tinuou6 expansion of ffie resource. Even if this "technical fix" works,
an international agreement on the universal use of the more compact
transmission -technology will be needed, thus opening the door to a
legal regime that the United States will not be able to control. An-.
Qther plausible technical response to crowding is to build large plat-
forms where many satellite functions-could be combined. This, how-

r. ever, would, also probably require international involvement One
: way or another, the world seems headed tosxard a legal order to allo-

cate the increasingly scarce and valuable geosynchronous orbits.93

Another area of conflict in space concerns the, legal role of private
enterprise, a struggle of increasing importance as private companies

r begin to build launch vehicles. The Soviets and the Third World ar-
gue that private firms can be allowed in space only as extensions of
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state activity, while the United States, Western Europe and Japan
maintain that private enterprise under license from governments can
operate in space. Developing countries fear their nascent national
programs' could be overshadowed by these private efforts. If, how-
ever, the basic .objec'tive of private enterprise in spacelower cost ser-
vicecan be achieved, the developing countries could expand their
use of space without paying the high costs of acquiring an indepen-
dent space capability.°

The exploration of space has entailed the export of not only terri-
torial conflict and resource disputes, but also pollution. Already be-
tween 10,000 and 1,000 objectssatellites that 'no longer .funotiogt,
empty fuel tanks and plain garbageare orbiting the earth, mainly in
the most useful areas. In addition, several million small metal frag-
ments from explosions and satellite killer tests litter near space. These
objects travel at speeds of several kilometers per second and can easily
punch right through satellites or spaceships. No craft carrying astro-
nauts has been damaged seriously yet, but some experts attribute the
unexplainedsfail7

that their ability to perform sensitive
of several satellites to collision with space debris

Scientists are w
will be compromised by space litter. The large number of artifi-

cial objects in orbit is also of conceritito military officials who increas-
ingly question their ability to detect the difference between space clut-
ter and a surprise missile attack. With orbital debris increasing at,a
rate of 11 percent a year, a panel of experts at the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics recently concluded that this exotic
pollution would pose "unacceptable risk" to human use of space
within a decade., full-scale war between the superpowers in space
would dramatically degrade its usefulness for future generations.95

49

As on earth, pollution control in spate will require a combination of
regulation, technologg change,, legislation against some activities al-
together and perhaps even special garbage cctIlection vehicles. Out-
Jawing explosions and killer satellite tests is the most important first
step. Rockets and satellites can be redesigned to eject.' less material
while operating and can be equipped with small booster engines to
carry them into deeper space at the end of their useful Ii4es. Specially
designed space-litter collectors could pluCk larger pieces of debris out
of the most useful orbits. International standards in this area are

49 .
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woefully lacking and should be drawn up now rather than after a
highly publicized disaster.96

The exhaust from rockets traveling through the upper atmosphere
poses a potentially great, though currently insignificant, threat to
the ozone layer. This form of pollution' has received little attention

-aside from an environmentalimpact statement prepared by NASA in
1972 for the space shuttle. NASA concluded that 60 flights of the
shuttle would deposit some 5,500 tons of hydrogen chloride into the
stratosphere each year. This in turn would cause an annual decrease
in the ozone layer of 0.25 percent, an amount NASA says would be
undetectable against much" larger, naturally occurring fluctdations in
atmospheric ozone. But even this could be reduced greatly if space-
ships used liquid hydrogen and oxygen fu' systems ,that leave only
water vapor behind' The impact of rocket exhaust he upper at-
mosphere, however, is likely to place co traints on an large-scale
use of spge.97.

Inadverte&r,eentry into th'e -atrnosph;eir f ,orbiting nuclear,power
systems' isNlnothel` ha of the spa enterprise to be reckoned
with Most asbitfng s Iiiks are pow red by solar energy, collected
by Ron* or photovol Othe , however, part19., arljLthose
that ;send ou t..Rowerfu irliains, rely on nuclear p9wer.Experts
estimate that between 20 4nd op Atellites now in orbit contknalto-
gether about a ton Of enriche aura. Objects, that reenter:the at-
mosphere are' normally vapor' e ;. e, th regli, the, earth:s stir;
face, but the heavy metat'shieldin, arOun nudear xeystors hgP's
'ensure that some parts° will remain inittst and hit tliiigromnd. Tile
greatest danger is from the low orbiting Sovitrmilit4 satellites that
contain ,nuclear reactors. Some American atrtlilary s elli.te§, a 6 pow-
ered

.
ered by radioactive isotopes, but these are Much les . . -

a ive 44g:',.
in higher orbits, where an inadvertent-reentry is less BecatMI
photovoltaic panels are easily crippled by debris, pear, y e plosionA
or lasers, the number of satellites with reactors is bound increase- as'
the United States and the Soviet Union harden their militainfigtut- .

cant satellites against attack.98 - '.- .
, t 4 , ,

Q''tir The potential hazards 'of these orbiting reactors' was suddenly
9111 brought home when a Soviet ocean surveillance satellite, eDSMOS .

954, unexpectedly reentered4he atmosphere, spreading debrWover a or



"For all our looking and probing of
the universe, we have yet to find

anywhere as habitable as the remotest,'
most forbidding parts of this planet."

remote part of northern Canada. Although the overall risk of such
atcidents is not high, several countries have called for ,controls on
their use. Suggestions include banning them outright, requiring inter-
national notification of their launch and orbital path, and making
nuclear-equipped craft move above the low orbits where' inadvertent
reentry is more probable.99

the overall record of international attempts to resolve conflict in
space, as on earth, has not been particularly productive. Treaties have
outlawed activities not likely, to occur anyway or hay avoided tbe
difficult questions and focused instead on vague principles wit out
deaf meaning. Thus an unverifiable ban on militarily useless atomic
weapons has been agreed upon while the g problem of anti-
satellite weapems remains unregulated. e principle of non-appro-
priation has not solved problems of nflicting use and, in its broader
expression-in the Moon" Treaty, has done little to advance the in-
terests of the Third World nations. The general irrelevance of the
legal regime in outer space is the clear product of the unwillingness
of the Soviet Union and the United States to enter into any agreement
that meaningfully restricts their activities. In the years ahead the
increased use of space and the groping number of participants will
see either new and more meaningful agreements or conflict and col-
lision. Unless any regulatory efforts are flexible enough to encom-
pass. evolving technologies and new, unexpected uses, however,
chaos will be replaced by a straight jacket. Only with a wider sense
of _shared commitment and less national insecurity will the world be
able to enjoy the full benefits of space.99

Toward an Earth-Oriented Space Program

Space's most important lesson is its 'reaffirmation that humanity's
fate will be determined on earth. Colonization of space in the distant
future is something scientists can speculate and science fiction writers
can imagine. But for all our looking and robing of t e universe, we
have yet to find any place as habitable as Nk.e. remo st, most forbid-
ding parts of this planet. Space exploration has taught us just how
rare'and precious the earth is.
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Knowikg how little there is in space gives us all, the more reason to
`preserve the fullness of life on earth. The loss of a species takes On a
cosmic importance when there is nothing else as complex or fragile
within trillions of miles Within the broader horizons of the human
spirit opened by space, the most important priorities are, then, pre-
ventingo the mass detonation of nuclear arsenals on earth and attend-v
ing to neglected earthkeeping tasks suoloas reforestation, population,
growth and the protection of genetic diversity.

The second lesson of the quarter-century in space is that near space
despite all its physical dissimilarities from the earthcan best be un-
derstood as an extension of the human world. Near space now rota
tinely affects daily life and, just like the earth, is the site of ideological
competitions, warped spending prioritieS, resource disputes and rela-
tive indifference to the interests of future generatiors. It is time to
abandon the view that space is some remote frontier where Survival of
the fittest is the law. People must start behaving in space the way they
would in their own backyards. they must take care that nothing they
cto harms their nearby home and attend to*the concerns of their
neighbors.

Unfortunately, much of the current thinking about space is domi-
nated by the lawlessness and escapism of the frontier mentality The
superpowev have a first cc:64, first served attitude toward a global
medium, that is no more their own than the air they breathe or the
ocean straits through which they demand fiat of passage.' Those
with a positive space program succumb to the old frontier illusion.
that an Eden of abundance and harmony awaits us in space. The
urge to pick gip and move to a new land when things start getting
bad in the old country has taken on a new high-technology character.

The advocates of war in Space aie'similarly escapist: Recognizing that
war on earth is too ,,horrible to contemplate, they want to ship it out
into space vvhere it will not hurt. anyone, a position that has a sur-
prisinsly diverse group of Supporters. This image of a space war
being like an eighteenth-century battle, when armies fought other
armies while' civilian life went on largely unaffected, does not bear
up to examination. The military space activities of the superpowers
are too interconnected with the compand, targeting and warnipg sys-
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"The ability to make nuclear wea4ris .
more accurate and more deadly is the

biggestbut least noticedspace news of
the last decade."

terns of strategic nuclear weapons on earth. `a war in one realm would
almost surely become a war in the other.1°I..

The space age is the result of a revolution in rocket propulsion. The
most significant impact of this new technology has been in the mili-
tary sphere. Rocket propulsion technolOgy has,been most extensively,
employed to matte the intercontinental artilleil that is now poised to
destroy much of civilization on short notice. The ability to warn
about,, control and command nuclear arsenals from space, and to
make weapons more accurate and more deadly, is the biggest but
least noticedspace news or the last decade. Space 4technology is the
other leg of the unprecedented and continuing multiplication of de-
structive potential known as the nuclear revolution. It 'would be
wonderful ..if a sudden technical fix like a space -based anti-ballistic
missile- system eliminated the threat of nuclear war, but arms control
agreements verified from space are a far more foolproof and vastly
less expensive path to national survival and peace. 'Although it can
help make war infinitely destructive, space technology in the form of
surveillance satellites could serve as' the keystone for its abolition.
Extending that capability and integrating it into arms control agree-
ments is the greatest foreseeable contribution space can make to
human welfare. . . c\---

---- 47
. .

Looking beyond (Ite superpowers, the most disturbing trend is the
worldwide spread of rocket technology in, a context of national rivalry
rather than global cooperation..The spread of space launch techno)-

r Ogy has not been subject to as much attention as the spread of nu-
clear technology, despite .its equally ambiguous and potentially de-
structive character. As with nuclear weapons, the superpowers cannot
expect the Third World to forego a techriology with civilian as well as
military uses at the very time they are rushing to militarize space.

Although the developing countries cannot force the superpowers to
cooperate,. they can avoid letting_ the introduction ,of militarily am-
biguous launch capability heighten their own regional tensions Both
as pioneering efforts in fashioning new global institutions and as

( measures to live peaceably with their neighbors, Third World coopei-
ation in space has merit. A Chinese-Indian-Pakistani program would
make particular sense because these emerging space powers share.
insecure borders and long traditions of hostility; none can afford a

:5j
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buildup of ,arms but all could use space, to help solve pressing re-
source problems. Such a program could be modeled after the cooper-
ative success of .the European Space Agency. Of ter openly and ,

rightfully critical of the North for its failure to cooperate, the coun-
tries of the South have A chance to avoid imitating the nationalism
and militarism that flaw the world's space accomplishments to date.

The overwhelmingly military character of the space venture has been
curiously neglected by the many space -visionaries who have played
such a decisive role in opening the high frontier. Likemany people
with a new or powerful idea they seem indifferent to th% means re-
quired to achieve their end. This particular blindness was perhaps
best captured in satirist Torn Lehrer's proposal to add to the title of
space pioneer Wernher von' Braun's autobiography, I Aim for the
Sky, "but sometimes I hit London.'' In contrast to the outspoken
protest and personal anguish of_rnany atomic scientists, thee has
been little resistance, to space militarization amongohe leading space
developers Until recently the military's need to tfse space has im-
measurably helped tl* space advocates reach their goal to explore
and exploit spape. Bu today this relation has been reversed, putting
the militarization of space squarely in the path of peaceful space
evelopment. .

.
Tn August 1982 the nations of the world will meet kinder U.N. aus-
pices for the first time since 1968 to confer on the future of outer
space. When representatives from all pats of the planet reach Vienna
for UNISPACE 82, they will find the militarization of space curiously
absent from the official agenda. But no meaningful discussion of the
conference's official/ topic of the peaceful uses of outer space can
occur unless _the p rticipants tackle the biggest threatthe progres-
sive militarizatiqn_ f space by the Soviet Union and the United
States. The superp wers have kept those military activities off the
agenda. A concerted effort by the rest of the world should be'made
to, ensure that this and future meetings put the threat of space war
where it belongsat the top of the program.

.1).

The international scientific community and,the countries just now be-
ginning to use space are logical leaders in the glob;l space demilitari-
zation effort. lust as tht 'consequences of a "limitgd nuclear war"
on earth could be catastrophic for everyone, so too would a "limited

°
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war" in space have a far-reaching impact. Even if it did not spread to
earth, the explosion of only a few nuclear weapons in orbit would
disable billiorg of dollars yvorth of operating civilian satellites as well
as further degrade the space environment. The effects of the escalat-
jng militarization of space on The international scientific community 55
are even more immediate and disturbing. cooperative agreements can-
celled, missions . eliminated altogether and technology monopolized`
The willingness of leading scientists to'speak out on the dangers of 7

fallout from atniospheric nuclear testing in the fifties led to the Lim-
ited Test Ban Treatrof 1963. A similar 'stand today against space
war could beeffective.102

However beak the prognosis, no assessi;ent of space can i,gnore the
sense _of, excitement and purpose that has accompanied the opening
of the high frontier. Using spacefor the good of science and the earth
will launch a burst of beneficial space activitiesa global earth en-
vironment monitoring network, a renewed commitment to explore
deep space and new communications, broadcast and remote sensing
satellites. Just because war led people into space does not mean that
removing warlike activities will sap the urge to explore or use it. This
was, of course, the _vision animating John Kennedy's challenge of a
race to the moonan effort to channel the warlike urge into peaceful
competitidn. Now if people can take one more step and "race" to-
ward a-goal with practical value, the excitement of the early space
age can be captured.

.
_

Tdday's frontier is not technological. In many critical areas of life
and death, our technology has, outstripped the competence of our
political institutions. Humanity's greatest challenges now are avert-'
ing war and stabilizing the physical_ basis of . human life on earth
Engineering_Istriumpbs in space will not help in these battles But
reversing the spread of neapons into space, making space a stronger
pillar of international peacekeeping, designing new institutions of
global scientific cooperation, and ensuring a perpanently habitable
earth Would be to conquer himanity:s real frontiers.

The question of hoW much the world should be spending on space
activities is not an easy one to answer. Activities such as communi-
cations satellites that yield a profit above their cost are the exception,
not the rule. For most space activities; intangible values like knowlr
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edge, improved nuclear missile accuracy or prestige must so ehow ,
be weighed against terrestrial goals. It dogs little good to point put, as
spaceadvocates do, that people spend more on cosmetics than on
space. Or to argue, as critics do that less is spent curing deadly tropi-
cal diseases than exploring Marsh That resource allocation patterns
are so warped provides little insight into the value of, space activi-
ties Whether we spend more or less than we now do exploring the
universe and our, place in it, a more earth-oriented space program will
yield vastly greater benefits.

Renewed emphasis on peacekeeping, scientific research and monitor-
ing the earth s life=Support systems will drive countries naturally to-

e ward greater cooperation. Of all the activities in, space thus far, sci-
ence and communications are the areas where cooperation has been
greatest Studying the earth's planetary aspects and sending probes
to ether planets has required and evoked a global exchange of infor-
mation, These missions have been one of the few areas in the world
arena when Americans and Russians interact° non-belligerently.
Communications satellites would hardly be possible without cooper-
ation, since communicating is an inherently reciprocal process. And
only when a LANDSAT remote sensing system is built cooperatiJely
(that all countries have access to and benefit from) will it be possible .

to convince some that they are not being spied upon. Building a glob-
al war. .monitoring system is the most challenging cooperative space
ventureand the one with the highest payoff. Renewed interaction
across the range of other space sciences and applications, should
make such a peacekeeping satellite network much easier to establish.

Fortunately, new cooperative space ventures do not need new institu-
tions just an imitation or resuscitation of old ones. A global LAND-
SAT system would follow in the footsteps of INTELSAT, a U.S:
shuttle-Soviet Salyut linkup in. the eighties could imitate the Apollo-
Soyu.z union of the seventies, and a Third World launch program
could follow the lines of the European Space Agency. These coopera-
tive ventures will not eliminate the roots of war or seriously compro-
mise the sovereignty of nations. But they will provide badly -needed

40pridges*of peace and lessons in constructive coexistence.

5u
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The space venture of the !apt quarter-century has been one of hu-
manity's most exciting technological accomplishments. Its greatest
payoffincreased awareness of our place in the cosmoscan be the
cornerstone of a new set of gl9bal priorities. Now it remains to put
space to work so that we can firmly establish that there is indeed in-
telligent life on-eat,th.

..
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